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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
SELF-IMAGE MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES FOR FEEDFORWARD
OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING
This dissertation investigates the development and use of self-images in augmented
reality systems for learning and learning-based activities. This work focuses on self-
modeling, a particular form of learning, actively employed in various settings for
therapy or teaching. In particular, this work aims to develop novel multimedia sys-
tems to support the display and rendering of augmented self-images. It aims to use
interactivity (via games) as a means of obtaining imagery for use in creating aug-
mented self-images. Two multimedia systems are developed, discussed and analyzed.
The proposed systems are validated in terms of their technical innovation and their
clinical efficacy in delivering behavioral interventions for young children on the autism
spectrum.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Self-modeling, Video Self-Modeling and Mirrors
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are developmental disorders that typically last
a lifetime [8, 9]. They are one of the fastest growing developmental disorders in the
United States, with 1 in 68 children diagnosed with ASDs [8]. People affected by ASDs
often show impaired social and communication skills. For instance, these impairments
may include a lack of nonverbal communicative behaviors for social interaction, a lack
of social-emotional reciprocity, and difficulties in understanding relationships [8].
Early behavioral and educational interventions have been shown to be effective in
addressing many of the cognitive, functional, behavioral, and social deficits [10, 11].
One tool that has been shown effective in many behavioral interventions is the use of
self-images, one’s own image, for teaching new skills. This is because children with
ASDs have a special affinity with self-images. For instance, children with ASD show
looking preferences to their own images, in contrast to those of peers and adults,
more accurately matching their own faces and bodies compared to others’ faces and
bodies [12,13].
Furthermore, support for the use of self-images can also be found in Observational
learning [14]. Observational learning is a method of learning where a user acquires
a skill by observing an actor/model perform the skill/action. This method is most
successful when the model is very similar to the learner. A model most similar to the
learner is the learner. Self-modeling is observational learning where the model being
watched is the self-image of the learner.
Self-modeling is widely used in various areas like dance, sports, physical therapy,
medicine, and behavioral intervention. Self-images via a physical mirror is used in
medicine as the basis of the ”mirror box” for treating amputees that experience
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phantom pain in their amputated limbs [15,16]. Researchers speculate that the visual
feedback from the mirror provides a feedback loop between vision and limb movement
that leads to reduction of pain. This concept of mirror visual feedback is also used
for unlearning paralysis in post-stroke patients. Patients relearn how to use a limb
affected by stroke by viewing a mirror reflection of their good arm or leg performing
a desired motion [16]. Similar results have also been shown when the visual feedback,
which does not need to only be in a mirror, is delivered via video playback.
Video self-modeling (VSM) is observational learning where users see themselves on
video accomplishing a target behavior. It has been shown effective for many different
behavioral problems and disabilities ranging from sports to autism [17]. There are
two forms of VSM: positive self-review and feedforward [18]. Positive self-review
involves watching video of yourself masterfully performing an already acquired skill.
The aim of this form of VSM is to enhance the user’s fluency in a skill. Feedforward
VSM, however, involves watching video of yourself performing a skill that you have
not yet acquired, though you have the ability to acquire. It is based on the concept
that visualization of oneself accomplishing a task aids in the acquisition of said task.
Feedforward VSM has been shown to be a more powerful learning tool than positive
self-review [17].
However, creation of VSM material is tedious. The teacher has to follow the
user to collect hours of video recording so as to capture snippets that can be strung
together to form the final video for the target behavior [17]. This method has to be
repeated for each individual, and each target skill. In addition, for the particular
case of behavior modification for the acquisition of social and communication skills
in young children with ASD, VSM adds no component for immersion wherein the
background of the images may be modified for various locations or interaction where
self-images are augmented with a chance to practice the movements of the target
behavior, rather than just watching a video. Children have an affinity for digital
media, and interactive multimedia has been shown to be an effective tool in teaching
various social skills to children with ASD [19,20]. Interactive learning entices learners’
attention, provides learners with chances to direct their learning and ultimately leads
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to better learning outcomes [21–24]. Immersion adds a component of realism that
can help the generalization of skills to the real world [21,25,26].
Mirrors are a physical method of creating self-images. In particular, however, mir-
rors offer a pathway by which interactive self-images may be created and presented
since mirror visual feedback with a physical mirror operates on the principle of inter-
action with one’s reflection. In fact, mirrors, and mirror visual feedback whenever we
look into a mirror, are ideal for creating virtual worlds as humans perceive the virtual
world in the mirror as real [27]. Thus, the ability to virtually simulate a mirror opens
up opportunity for developing multimedia systems utilizing reflection as a form of
interaction, and offers a possible avenue for use as a method of VSM creation and
presentation. The fusion of mirror-like displays and computer graphics, collectively
termed smart mirror displays [28], has seen many applications in commerce, training,
therapy [28].
The dual problems of augmenting self-images with immersion and/or interactivity,
and reducing the burden in collecting images for VSM material creation can poten-
tially be solved with multimedia systems like smart mirror displays. Smart mirror
displays incorporating gesture detectors can 1) create an environment where a user
may practice the target skill, and 2) provide a means of recording the snippets needed
for VSM creation. For such a system to be useful in clinic, schools and home, it has
to be shown useful via clinical trial. The goal of this research is to develop technolo-
gies that deliver interactive self-modeling material, study the effectiveness of gesture
detection in creating feedforward imagery for observational learning, and validate
the systems in clinical settings for the cognitive behavioral interventions for young
children with ASDs.
Smart mirror displays, where the user’s self-image, i.e. reflection, is augmented
with virtual text or objects, often fall into two categories: augmented mirror dis-
play, or virtual mirror display. In augmented mirror displays, reflections are gener-
ated by a physical mirror, or other highly reflective surface. For instance, two-way
mirrors/one-way mirrors/semitransparent/halfsilvered mirrors (twm) have been used
in augmented reality (AR) applications for augmenting a user’s reflection with virtual
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objects, essentially superimposing the user’s body with 3D objects [29–32]. In virtual
mirror displays, the reflection is simulated with a camera. These virtual mirrors,
often termed, simulated mirror displays, have seen application in fashion [33–35], ed-
ucation [36], health [37–39] and other areas. For instance, virtual try-ons often used
in shopping malls, operate on this principle of reflection interaction. Virtual try-ons
are displays where clothes, glasses, and other clothing are projected onto a user’s
body. The users are able to see themselves in the clothing item and judge its fit,
without the need to see or touch the clothing item.
Most virtual mirror displays applications are full-body interaction systems, as they
are concerned with augmenting a user’s body with virtual objects [28]. This often
involves the use of static cameras that are placed around a single large display. The
cameras capture the user’s face and body, with the display showing the modifications
made by the simulated mirror display’s algorithm to the user’s perceived reflection.
Few virtual mirror displays focus on other body parts, hands or face. Virtual
mirror displays that focus on the face often utilize the same camera setup as full
body systems where cameras are placed above or below a display. The camera setup
requires the use of image modification techniques (image warping) to ensure that the
user’s face is accurately reflected on the display [40–43]. This requires elaborate cali-
bration methods and may introduce artifacts to the final rendering [44]. As the face is
the gateway to social interaction, it is what people focus on in any conversation, and
hence, a distortion of the facial area significantly reduces the enjoyment of the user,
and ultimately, the usability of the simulated mirror display for facial modification
applications.
Furthermore, realistic simulation of reflection is challenging. It requires tracking
the user’s viewpoint, tracking the background as the user moves within the environ-
ment, as well as accurate rendering of the background based on the user’s location.
It also demands real-time performance for interactivity. Many virtual mirror systems
simulate reflection simply. They record the user, creating a reflection by showing
the user their image in a camera [33–35], ignoring any work with rendering an ac-
curate reflection of the background. Others create a 3D model of the environment,
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superimposing the user on an appropriately mapped background as the user moves in
the environment [44]. Others simulate a reflection using assumptions (focus on facial
interaction, ignore background changes) that simplify the creation of a geometrically
accurate reflection [3, 45].
The problems of creating a realistic virtual mirror for face interaction were tackled
by a multimedia system designed differently from the standard setup of a simulated
mirror display, that incorporates novel user tracking strategies into the system. These
strategies were proposed to ensure accurate face rendering in the mirror simulation.
The goal of this research is to present one such system, RoboMirror [6], and my steps
towards the goal of a fast, simple mirror simulation using the RoboMirror.
1.2 Problem Statement
I study two main problems in this dissertation. The first problem focuses on the
application of virtual mirror systems in learning for young people with ASDs, and
posits the following hypothesis:
• Virtual mirror systems have seen some application in ASD [46,47,47]. However,
few systems investigate how to effectively utilize virtual mirror displays for ap-
plication to learning in ASD. Evidence-based therapies are established, research-
backed, and effective techniques for teaching people with ASDs [10]. We hy-
pothesize that combining virtual mirror systems with evidence-based therapies
is an effective method of applying virtual mirror systems in ASD therapy and
that the combination will not reduce the effectiveness of the evidence-based
therapy.
• Video self-modeling is tedious to create as it must be personalized per individ-
ual. In addition, it lacks interactivity as it only requires watching a video. We
hypothesize that virtual mirror systems may be a solution to creating VSM by
introducing animated and interactive self-images into an established text-based
or video-based intervention. This means to augment the intervention with 1)an-
imated self-images that immerse the user in the intervention and demonstrate
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the target behavior and 2)a motion-based game that provides opportunities to
practice the target behavior where these opportunities may then be utilized as
a means of creating and collecting VSM material.
As a result of our investigation, we design MeBook, an interactive self-modeling
system that combines gesture detection, positive reinforcement, and self-narratives
into a single intervention for teaching social greeting skills to young children with
ASDs, and creating material for VSM production.
The second problem focuses on developing a virtual mirror system with accurate
mirror simulation and posits the following hypotheses:
• Standard virtual mirror displays typically consist of a display and static cam-
era(s). The cameras are often placed around a display. This forces the use of
image warping techniques in creating a good facial rendering, and complicates
the creation of the mirror reflection. These techniques can create errors in the
facial portion of the final mirror rendering. We hypothesize that to reduce the
need for image warping and improve the facial rendering, the principal axis of
the camera should be centered, at all times, about the user’s face. A camera
mounted on a moveable robotic arm should provide the necessary tracking.
• Centering a camera’s principal axis about the user’s face implies that as the
user moves in front of the display, the camera’s movement should mirror that
of the user. However, as a user can move in any direction in the x-y-z plane,
the robotic arm would require a large amount of space to adequately mimic the
user’s motions in the z-direction particularly. We hypothesize that a robotic
arm with only x-y motion can achieve the necessary tracking while simplifying
the mirror simulation equations enough to create a realistic mirror reflection.
• Tracking the user as proposed above would expose the camera. As such, to
hide the camera, we employ a see-through two-way mirror that, with the cor-
rect lighting, hides the camera from the user’s view and also acts as a display.
However, the two-way mirror reduces the amount of light that reaches the cam-
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era behind it. This results in dark camera images. We propose a simple method
that can enhance the color image.
As a result of our investigation, we adopt and extend the RoboMirror [6], a vir-
tual mirror display for delivering face-focused mirror visual feedback with a novel
calibration method, and improved image enhancement technique.
1.3 Contributions
Several technical contributions are put forth in this dissertation, advancing the
state-of-the-art and solving problems in translating different technologies to clinical
applications. They are as follows:
1.3.1 Self-images and Interactivity for ASD Learning with Social Narra-
tives
Social narratives are stories that describe a social situation and the culturally
appropriate responses for that situation. They may be described as observational
learning via text. Widely used as behavioral interventions in autism, they are, how-
ever, often delivered in static images and text, using models dissimilar to the learner,
and providing little chance for practice. As such, they provide a perfect avenue to test
the hypothesis whether augmenting an intervention with interactive self-images and
practice opportunities can still provide an effective intervention, and whether these
practice opportunities may be a source of material for VSM creation.
To determine the effectiveness of self-imagery augmented with interaction as an
intervention, this research developed MEBook [48, 49], a social greeting intervention
incorporating gesture detection and self-imagery into social narratives. It consists
of two segments, a social narrative for teaching greeting hi/bye (wave, make eye
contact, vocalize hi/bye) and a gesture-based game. The novelty of a framework
like MEBook is that the gesture-based game not only allows the user to practice
the intervention, but also allows the clinician to collect material for VSM creation,
alleviating the tediousness involved in collecting VSM material. In the narrative
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(a) Social Narrative (b) Game Session
Fig. 1.1 MEBook in the clinic
segment, the user is portrayed as the main character of the story and shown different
animated examples of the social behavior. This can be seen in Fig. 1.1. Many
of the examples incorporate self-imagery feedback by featuring the learner as the
main character performing the skill. This helps the user pay more attention to the
narrative, and allows for rapid skill acquisition. In the game segment as shown in
Fig. 1.1b, as the learner observes him/herself in the camera image, the learner is
required to physically practice the actions previously seen in the narrative segment in
order to progress through the application. Successful completion of the desired skill
is determined using a gesture detector running on a computer. Positive reinforcement
is repeatedly given to encourage the user’s successful completion of the skill steps and
encourage engagement. The game session provides the practice that aids in a better
retention of the skill. In addition, during the game session, successful and partially
successful movements, as determined from the gesture detector, are recorded for later
review/use by the teacher.
MEBook is validated in a pilot clinical study with young children with autism.
Our results confirm the usefulness of this method for data collection for VSM and as
an intervention for behavior modification with young children with ASDs.
1. N.M. Uzuegbunam, W.H. Wong, S.C.S. Cheung, L.A. Ruble. MeBook: Kinect-
based self-modeling intervention for children with autism. Accepted at IEEE
Transactions for Learning Technologies, 2017
2. N.M. Uzuegbunam, W.H. Wong, S.C.S. Cheung, L.A. Ruble. MeBook: Kinect-
based self-modeling intervention for children with autism. Oral presentation at
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the IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo (ICME) 2015.
3. N.M. Uzuegbunam, W.H. Wong, S.C.S. Cheung, L.A. Ruble. MeBooka First-
Person Social Narrative Game. Presented to the International Meeting for
Autism Research (IMFAR), May 13-16, 2015
4. N. Uzuegbunam [Ukaobah], J. Shen and S.-C. Cheung. MEBOOK: a novel
device using video self-modeling to enhance literacy among children with ASD.
Accepted to the International Meeting for Autism Research (IMFAR), May 2-4,
2013
1.3.2 Robotic Virtual Mirror System
Realistic simulation of a mirror involves either the use of a model of the full 3D
environment to create the background or simplifying assumptions that ignore the
background. RoboMirror [6], shown in Fig.1.2, is a smart mirror display (SMD)
designed for facial interaction. Unlike other SMD systems that use static cameras,
Robomirror uses a novel moving camera setup that tracks the user’s movements in
the environment. The system’s camera is attached to a robotic arm. The camera
tracks and centers the user’s face as the user moves in front of the display. This avoids
image modification techniques that may produce artifacts in the rendering. RoboMir-
ror utilizes a twm as both a display surface for the user’s augmented reflection and
a screen to hide the camera from the user as shown in Fig.1.2. However, [6] does
not describe how an accurate mirror rendering may be produced with this prototype,
and presents an elaborate and time consuming method requiring many images to
address the degradation of the image at the camera due to the reduction of light at
the camera caused by use of the twm. Furthermore, [6] does not present a calibration
method for the system. This work extends the RoboMirror SMD prototype in several
ways. First, to equip RoboMirror SMD with a virtual mirror simulation, we propose
a mathematical model that shows the advantages of using a moving camera, as in the
RoboMirror, for virtual mirror simulation, building on work for 2D reflection simula-
tion [3]. In particular, we show, mathematically, that a robotic arm, constrained to
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(a) RoboMirror initialization (b) RoboMirror in use
Fig. 1.2 RoboMirror in use. Top right box is image displayed to user.
move in the x-y plane, tracking a user’s face, simplifies the equations for generating
a realistic simulation of a mirror reflection. Second, we propose a novel calibration
method for the RoboMirror system that ensures a virtual mirror image is created
appropriately and needs to be performed once per projector-camera setup. Finally,
we simplify the image enhancement proposed in [6] with a fast method that requires
only two images.
We present the results of our proposed calibration, and compare our image en-
hancement results to those of [6].
1. N.M. Uzuegbunam, W. Xu, S.C.S Cheung, Y. Zhang. RoboMirror: Simulating
a mirror with a robotic camera. In preparation
2. Y. Zhang, N.M. Uzuegbunam, W. Xu, S.C.S Cheung. RoboMirror: Simulating
a mirror with a robotic camera. Presented at the IEEE International Conference
on Image Processing, September 25-28, 2016
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized into the following chapters: Chapter 2 presents some
of the relevant background in observational learning and ASDs research, as well as
research into reflection-based displays for mirror simulation. Chapter 3 presents ME-
Book, an application of self-image for young children with ASD. Chapter 4 presents
extensions to the RoboMirror for enhancement of see-through images and virtual mir-
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ror simulation and calibration. The dissertation is concluded in Chapter 5, discussing
possible extensions of the proposed systems.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Pictures are everywhere. Pictures tell stories, record memories, and bring joy.
People especially like pictures involving themselves. This is seen in the proliferation
of selfies, i.e., self-images, on the internet. Furthermore, people are fascinated with
surfaces that create self-images, most notably the mirror. Mirrors have been used
for centuries for beauty, science, and religion where they have often been viewed as
doorways to other dimensions; portals that offer a view to another world. In fact,
though physics tells us that the image in a mirror is completely virtual, people view
reflections as real since our brain tricks us into believing the objects in the mirror
are real [27]. This phenomenon is the basis of mirrorbox therapy for phantom pain
reduction in amputees [15, 16]. The therapy involves placing a mirror by a leg or
hand such that the reflection seen by the user gives the impression that the removed
limb is still present. Amputees subsequently feel a reduction of perceived pain in the
amputated limb. This ability of mirrors to trick the mind also makes mirrors and
reflections a perfect tool for virtual reality (VR) applications [27,50].
Smart mirror displays (SMDs) essentially simulate mirrors and their reflections.
SMDs use the user’s mirror image/self-image as an avatar in an augmented or virtual
world, rather than creating an artificial avatar. The self-image can be created using
either a physical mirror [51–54] or a combination of camera(s) and display [33–35,55].
Virtual objects may then be superimposed on the user’s actual body [51], the user’s
reflection [52–54, 56], or the background of the scene [51]. A more complete review
may be found in [25,57]. In this work, we study systems that use the reflection of the
user as the interaction agent, i.e., avatar as in Fig. 2.1A, B, and C. In this chapter,
we review literature on the creation of self-images for systems that utilize reflection
as a method for interaction. Furthermore, we review the application of self-images for
learning, in particular, its uses for behavioral modification in children with Autism
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Fig. 2.1 Image taken from [1]. Smart mirror approaches: A, B, and C utilize reflection
as an avatar. D, E use the reflection of a part of the body as interaction agent, where
D augments real world with virtual objects.
Spectrum Disorders.
2.1 Smart Mirror Displays
Smart mirror displays (SMDs) utilize the user’s reflection as a form of interaction
and can be broadly classified into two: augmented mirror displays, and virtual mirror
displays. The user’s reflection may be created using a physical mirror as in the case of
augmented mirror displays where a user looks into a mirror, observing and interacting
with virtual objects in the mirror or on the body. On the other hand, the user’s
reflection may also be created in the camera as in the case of virtual mirror displays
where the user is observed by a camera and the captured image is modified to make
it appear as though it is a mirror reflection.
2.1.1 Virtual Viewpoint Rendering
When looking into a mirror, humans perceive the reflection to be a world inside
the mirror. That is, a user looking into a mirror perceives the real objects behind her
to be inside the mirror. For instance, optics of a plane mirror are shown in Fig. 2.2.
When looking into a mirror, the image seen appears as though it is taken from the
same point behind the mirror (virtual viewpoint) as the user’s eyes are in front of the
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mirror. In physics, the image in the mirror is known as a virtual image, and one can
call the world in the mirror, a virtual world. Hence, the virtual object in the mirror
appears to be at the same distance behind the mirror as the real object is in front
of the mirror. Rendering a mirror reflection image correctly implies achieving this
perceived view from behind the mirror correctly. In smart mirror displays, virtual
Fig. 2.2 Virtual viewpoint
viewpoint rendering means then to present the mirror image/reflection as though it
is an image taken from the same distance behind the mirror as the user is in front of
the mirror. Smart mirror displays strive to incorporate virtual viewpoint rendering
as it increases the sense of immersion and realism making the display appear more
like a mirror.
Virtual viewpoint rendering in SMDs can be achieved by correctly estimating the
transformations that align the camera view with the virtual viewpoint as shown in
Fig. 2.3. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a correct alignment involves estimating the necessary
3D rotation matrix, and 3D translation vector that transforms the camera view into
the virtual view. In addition, a scaling operation is often needed to map the camera
image to the expected mirror size. These operations are in addition to any other
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necessary transformations that must be estimated in calibrating the particular SMD.
Fig. 2.3 Required transformations from Camera to Virtual viewpoint
Virtual viewpoint rendering may be performed on the virtual objects in the display
to make the objects seem as though they are reflections on real objects in the scene
or on both virtual objects and the user’s image such that the entire image appears
as though it is a mirror image. Most often, augmented mirror displays are concerned
with the former as they get virtual viewpoint rendering of the user’s image for free
since they utilize physical mirrors in creating the user’s reflection. Virtual mirror
displays are concerned with the latter as they not only have to make virtual objects
in the display appear as though they are reflections of real objects in the scene but
also that the user is viewing the scene in the display as though it is a true reflection
of the world.
2.1.2 Augmented Mirrors
Augmented mirror displays [51–54, 58–62] typically consist of a two-way mirror
(twm) for creating a reflection, coupled with a tv monitor, typically behind the twm,
for displaying virtual objects onto the twm as shown in Fig. 2.1B,C. If the user is
tracked, one or more color and/or depth cameras are used to detect the user’s position
in the observed scene. For instance, early prototypes [58–60] propose systems that
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combine a display with half-silvered mirror, i.e. twm, with the display placed behind
the twm as in Fig. 2.1B. The prototypes, precursors of modern ”magic mirrors”,
display weather and other information on the mirror surface. Users, going about
their daily routine, may view and interact with the information on the magic mirror.
Both prototypes, as shown in Figs 2.4a and 2.4b, allow the user to switch from a full
mirror to only a display that offers a portal for the user to receive more information.
These prototypes do not use reflection for interaction but rather to normalize the
mirror as a display. Today, magic mirrors are so popular as personalized displays
that various web instructions are provided for creating your own magic mirrors [63].
A larger version of these mirrors as personalized displays is the Youmove [64] shown
in Fig. 2.4c. It is a movement training prototype that allows users to learn and
record physical movement. Though Youmove uses a design similar to Fig. 2.1B, it
modifies the design slightly. That is, it utilizes a projector, placed behind a large
twm, to render images onto the twm, and a depth camera, placed above the display,
to track and record the user’s movements. Instructional content, most notably the
user’s skeleton, is displayed on the twm as the user moves in front of the twm. As
with [58–60], it treats the twm as a large display, and does not focus on projecting
virtual viewpoint accurate content onto the twm.
(a) Aware Mirror [60] (b) Magic Mirror [58,59] (c) YouMove [64]
Fig. 2.4 Magic Mirror prototypes
The authors of [52] also use mirrors as personalized displays but go a step further
than [58–60] by incorporating virtual viewpoint rendering. The authors argue that
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users that are able to look into their eyes, as they would in a typical mirror, engage
better with the virtual creation. They propose two prototypes for security and beauty
purposes that utilize different arrangements of twms, display, and camera as shown
in Figs. 2.5b and 2.5a. The prototypes record and playback captured and modified
mirror reflections on the display in a manner that makes the display seem like a mirror.
The prototypes switch between displaying actual reflections and modified reflections
based on a user’s choice. However, though the prototypes implement virtual viewpoint
rendering, they use a fixed camera, hence limiting the user to a fixed perspective. This
argument for accurate mirror rendering is applied in microsoft and disney projects,
Holoflector [62] and Haunted Mansion [61] respectively. Holoflector is designed to
enable a user to holographically interact with virtual content. It places a display at
a distance from a twm as in Fig. 2.1C, assuming the user is the same distance in
front of the twm. The user’s location and body are tracked with a depth camera
placed above the twm. The placement of the display at some distance from the twm
ensures that virtual objects rendered on the twm are placed at the correct depth as
though in a real mirror, and augmentations to the user’s body are correctly mapped
as viewed by the user looking in the twm. Disney’s Haunted Mansion [61] uses a
similar principle as in Fig. 2.1C in their augmented mirror display to allow users to
interact with virtual ghosts in a haunted house setting. However, as these prototypes
utilize fixed cameras, they limit the user to a specific location and contents can only
be presented at a fixed depth.
(a) i-Mirror Design [52] (b) i-Mirror Design [52] (c) Holoflector [62]
Fig. 2.5 Virtual viewpoint in Augmented mirrors
Virtual viewpoint rendering has also been used in prototypes with similar designs
to Fig. 2.1B. For instance, Jang et.al. [53] propose a prototype that renders virtual
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objects with correct virtual viewpoint. The prototype is extended with depth-of-
field perception in later works [30,31]. However, both prototypes utilize single static
cameras in tracking the user, which limits user’s movements, and requires use of
image warping to get correct mirror rendering which may result in errors in virtual
renderings. A similar prototype to [53] is MR-Mirror [54] which uses 2 static cameras,
(a) Magic mirror of [53] (b) Mirror design of [51]
Fig. 2.6 Different Magic mirrors with viewpoint rendering
and interaction objects that track the user as the user moves in front of the twm. A
monitor is placed behind the twm to display virtual objects to the user. In general,
one significant disadvantage of augmented mirror displays is that, though creating
reflection is easy as it is done naturally due to reflective properties of the twm,
almost all of them are limited in their abilities to create virtual modifications of
their background. An exception is the Mirror-mirror [51] prototype used for clothes
designing. It modifies the user’s body and background of the real scene by projecting
virtual content onto them. The user then views the reflection of the content on the
twm. Unlike many other systems designed for single user use, it allows multiple users
to interact with the system. Though listed here as an augmented mirror, it is an
example of a spatial mirror as the interaction focus is more on the environment and
not on projecting virtual objects on the twm.
2.1.3 Virtual Mirrors
Virtual mirror displays [2, 6, 33–36, 44, 55, 65], on the other hand, usually consist
of a display, coupled with one or more cameras for tracking the user and/or the
environment and generating the user’s reflection as in Fig.2.1A. An advantage of
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virtual mirror systems is that not only can virtual objects be generated as with
augmented mirror displays but the user’s reflection and the background scene may
be easily modified. This is because the user’s image is captured in real-time by
a camera. The background, foreground, and the user’s self-image/reflection in the
captured image may be modified by an algorithm before being displayed back to the
user on the display. This makes virtual mirror displays very powerful in their ability
to create immersive environments. It removes the need for extra projectors to modify
the background as in [51].
Augmented mirror displays are superior to virtual mirror displays in that aug-
mented mirror displays typically render scenes from the viewpoint of the user [29–31].
This has been shown to increase the feeling of immersion necessary for a successful
smart mirror display [29, 44]. Virtual mirror displays often ignore this requirement,
focusing more on increasing realism during interaction with virtual objects. For in-
stance, virtual try-ons superimpose clothing/glasses/jewelry on the user’s body but
are not concerned with modifying the reflection as though it is from the user’s view-
point [34, 35]. Rather, they are more concerned with making the look and move of
virtual clothes on the user’s reflection in the image as similar to a real fitting as pos-
sible. For instance, [35] propose a system, shown in Fig. 2.7a, that involves creating
a 3D avatar of the user using a Kinect camera, a color and depth camera. Clothing
modifications can then be made either to this avatar or the captured user’s image
from the camera. Similarly, [34] propose a virtual try-on system, shown in Fig. 2.7b,
focused on handbags. Unlike [35] they do not create a virtual human model but rather
use the depth camera to track the user’s joints. The authors then use the user’s joint
locations and joint angles to determine how the virtual handbag should move as the
user moves in front of the display. There is a large body of work on similar virtual
try-on systems. However, as we are focused on the design of the system, and many
of the similar systems to [34, 35] are focused on improving the perception of apparel
fitting, we do not discuss them.
Some virtual mirror display prototypes attempt to add virtual viewpoint rendering
but often require several cameras, and utilize externally created 3D models of the
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(a) Clothes try-on of [35] (b) Handbag try-on of [34]
Fig. 2.7 Sample Virtual try-ons with no viewpoint rendering
environment [2, 33, 44, 65]. For instance, [2] propose a shoe tryon system, shown
in Fig. 2.8, using a small display and color camera at foot level. The camera points
down, capturing a 3D model of the user’s shoes, as well as its orientation and location,
with a bright light illuminating the user’s feet. Virtual shoes are then superimposed
on the foot. The authors attempt to create a virtual viewpoint by placing the setup
such that it resembles how a user would try on and view shoes in a mirror.
Fig. 2.8 Shoe try-on of [2]
Other systems utilize several color and/or depth cameras in their capture as they
are doing full body interaction. For example, [44] presents a prototype, shown in
Fig. 2.9a, combining a large tv display with 3 Kinect cameras (Kinects capture color
and depth information). The calibrated cameras track the user’s movement in the
scene, extracting the user’s silhouette from the background, and aligning each cam-
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era’s view of the user appropriately to create a frontal view of the user as in a mirror.
The resulting image is superimposed with other virtual objects, modifying the back-
ground or the foreground, before being displayed on the monitor. The environment is
precaptured before interaction begins. The authors in [33,65] present an even more
(a) Virtual Mirror of [44] (b) Clothes try-on of [33,65]
Fig. 2.9 Sample Virtual try-ons with viewpoint rendering
elaborate system, part of which is shown in Fig. 2.9b. They equip a room with 10
synchronized color cameras arrayed in a circular fashion, with a large tv display at
the corner of the circle. The user stands within the circle, facing the display. Each
camera view of the user is aligned to create a 3D avatar of the user, on which virtual
objects may then be placed. A frontal view of the user’s avatar, in essence, the user’s
self-image/reflection, is displayed on the monitor, giving the impression of a mirror.
Unlike [44] however, the authors extend their system in [33] in their virtual tryon
prototype to allow the user control which view of the avatar to see, mimicking the
twirling a person does when trying to determine the look of an outfit.
A virtual mirror prototype that attempts to create an accurate mirror with a
simpler system without the use of avatars or 3D models is described in [3], shown in
Fig. 2.10. The authors propose a hand held mirror prototype for virtual daguerreotype
for use in musuems, though the system is applicable for facial interaction. Daguerreo-
types are virtual images visible from certain angles. The system follows the design of
Fig. 2.1A, tracking the user’s location with an external sensor, and using a camera to
capture the user’s face to be superimposed on the daguerreotype. In order to create
virtual viewpoint rendering, the authors make assumptions that simplify the creation
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of the mirror rendering. The most important assumption is that all objects in the
scene are at the same distance as the user is from the mirror. This assumption is
made as they are only interested in the face and do not care about the background.
Though accurate for the face region, the mirror image is incorrect for the background.
The authors of [45] utilize the model of [3], extending it to create a virtual mirror
display utilizing reflection as the pointing device.
Fig. 2.10 Handheld mirror of [3]
All virtual mirrors previously discussed often utilize one or more static cameras to
track the user. These cameras may be color and/or depth cameras, and are typically
mounted to the perimeter (top, bottom, or side) of the display as shown in Fig.
2.11a. The user is identified in the image, and the virtual image is rendered with
respect to the estimated location of the user. However, the use of static cameras
mounted in this fashion carries disadvantages. First, images from the cameras must
be warped to appear as though they are coming from directly in front of the user.
This requires careful calibration of the system to minimize errors in estimating the
proper transformations when rendering virtual content. Second, in the case of virtual
mirrors, this positioning of the camera(s) limits the resolution of the face captured
as the top or bottom views must be warped to create a frontal view, which, again,
without careful calibration, may introduce errors in the virtual rendering due to image
warping techniques. In addition, in the case of virtual mirror rendering, the ability
of the user to maintain eye contact with the reflection is curtailed since the cameras
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do not capture the frontal view of the face. Finally, static camera(s) constrain the
user’s movements to only the camera’s field of view.
Fig. 2.11 Typical SMB versus RoboMirror
2.1.4 See Through Displays
See-through displays, a relative of SMDs, are typically used for face based interac-
tion and provide answers to the question of lack of eye contact. See-through displays
are mostly used in teleconferencing and remote collaboration systems [4,5,40–43], and
are mainly concerned with creating a shared interaction space. One central factor
in creating a shared space is to ensure that users can maintain eye-contact during
collaboration which is important for non-verbal communication. Thus, see-through
displays (See-throughs) often have a camera rigidly mounted behind a translucent
screen. A projector is used to render images on the front side of the screen to the
user. A mechanism controls when images from the projector are seen and when the
camera can capture the user’s frontal view. Hence, the use of a translucent screen is
the mechanism that allows the camera to take images of the user’s front view as well
as display images to the user.
Due to the design of see-throughs, however, they may suffer from either reduced
light intensity at the camera leading to low light intensity in the image from the
camera, or from backscatter where part of the projected image is captured by the
camera, essentially causing a shadowed image. Proposed solutions tend to either be
software based by controlling the switching between camera and projector, or hard-
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ware based where modifications are made to the system configuration. For instance,
the switchable liquid crystal diffuser(SLCD) in [40] is composed of a glass panel con-
taining liquid crystal layers that switch states when the camera is taking a picture
or the system is rendering an image.This helps avoid backscatter. However, a known
limitation of SLCD is the speed of the states switching that limits the update rate of
the rendering, causing flickering images. In addition, the rendered images of SLCD
tend to have poor contrast under ambient lighting conditions, making it unsuitable
for many applications. The authors [41] present an alternative design to the SLCD
that does not require special hardware like liquid crystal displays. The prototype,
Clearboard, is designed to allow remote users to interact on a shared drawing space
on a common screen. When a user writes on a Clearboard, a camera, placed above
the twm display, captures the reflection of the user sitting in front of the twm. A
projector is placed behind the twm to project images from the remote user onto a
projection screen clamped to the twm. In order to ensure eye contact and shared
space, the twm display in [41] is placed at 45◦ with respect to the ground. This
ensures that the camera can see the reflection and images from the remote user are
projected onto the twm. In order to avoid backscatter, i.e., the camera capturing the
projection from the remote user, the twm is coated first with polarization film, then
the projection screen. The polarization film on the screen, combined with a suitable
polarization film on the camera, cancels the light coming from the projector, and al-
lows the Clearboard camera to avoid capturing the displayed image from the remote
user. However, the use of polarizing films significantly cuts down the amount of light
reaching the camera leading to poor display quality. The SLCD is improved upon
in the Connectboard [42,43], a virtual collaboration prototype, that uses wavelength
multiplexing to circumvent the synchronization requirement in SLCD and prevents
backscatter. Wavelength multiplexing for projector-camera pair ensures that the pro-
jector emits light at wavelengths that are not captured by the camera but still can
be seen by the user. However, the system requires additional processing and sub-
stantial hardware modifications are required to pre-distort the projected image and
color-correct the captured image in order to render images.
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(a) Clearboard [41] (b) Connectboard [42,43]
Fig. 2.12 See-through displays
The work of [4,5] deviates from Clearboard or Connectboard, and uses a fine mesh
cloth as a see-through screen. The camera is placed against a mesh cloth, viewing
the user through the holes in the mesh. Images are projected onto the screen from
a projector above and slightly behind the user. Backscatter is prevented by simply
painting the backside of the cloth black. However, the cloth in front of the camera
reduces the light reaching the camera creating dark images.
Fig. 2.13 See-through with a mesh of [4, 5]
2.1.5 Image Enhancement in Low Light Images
As with many See-throughs [4, 5, 41], the display, a twm or mesh, reduces the
amount of light reaching the camera. The authors of [41] note the issue in their
twm system but do not present a possible solution. The authors of [4] propose an
enhancement method specific to the optics of their mesh weave system, which limits
its application to only the systems that have similar configurations to their work. The
authors of [5] extend the enhancement method of [4], producing better results but
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utilizing an additional high resolution depth and color camera placed atop the display
to improve the contrast of the rendered image. Their work is less restricting than [4]
but requires additional camera to work. In the initial prototype, [6] test several
traditional single image enhancement methods, focusing on histogram equalization
methods.
Histogram equalization [66,67] is a global contrast enhancement method whereby
the gray-level of individual pixels in the image are mapped with a non-linear, mono-
tonic function such that the output image has a uniform distribution of pixel in-
tensities. Typically, the mapping is derived from the cumulative distribution of the
histogram of the gray-level intensities of the image. Though the contrast is improved,
global histogram equalization often results in under or over exposed regions in the
image. Many methods have extended histogram equalization from 1D to 2D [68,69],
from global to local [70,71] where histogram is taken over small rectangular windows
rather than across the entire image, utilizing various priors and different mapping
functions. See [72,73] for a complete review.
Other single-image low-light enhancement algorithms utilize the Retinex theory,
a model of human perception of lightness and color [74]. Land proposed that the
perception of color is related to the integrated reflectance of the scene reaching the
eye. Integrated reflectance is the ratio, under the same illumination, of the reflectance
value of an object to a standard white object, taken at each waveband. Essentially,
Retinex theory requires that an image be decomposed into its attendant illumina-
tion and reflectance, where reflectance is based on the physical traits of the object,
and illumination is the light intensity of the scene. Shown successful for image en-
hancement and tone mapping [75], Retinex idea has been adopted in many low-light
enhancement methods [76–78]. However, many of these methods require long pro-
cessing times and complicated optimization procedures as it is an ill-posed problem
to estimate illumination and reflectance from a single image.
Recently, Galdran et.al. proved that the Retinex idea is related to dehazing [79]
with the relationship Dehazing(I) = 1 − Retinex(1 − I) where I is the image, and
Dehazing(), Retinex() are operations. The relationship implies that to dehaze an
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image, existing Retinex algorithms can be applied on the intensity inverted input.
In particular, for low light images which are typically underexposed, the converse
was also shown [79]. An early method that experimentally explores this relationship
is [80]. The authors observe that inverted low light images look like hazy images.
Using the dark channel prior method [81] for dehazing, the authors enhance low
light images using the Retinex-Dehazing relationship. The dark channel prior for
dehazing [81] is based on the observation that patches in outdoor haze-free color
images have pixels with intensity that is very low in at least one color channel. It
utilizes the haze formation model of [82–84] that states: I(x) = J(x)t(x)+A(1−t(x))
where I is observed intensity at a pixel x (degraded/foggy image), J is the scene
radiance at x(desired clear image), A is the global atmospheric light, and t is the
transmission of the medium describing how much light is attenuated before reaching
the camera. With the dark channel prior, [81] estimates A, t from I, recovering J.
2.1.6 RoboMirror
A particular virtual mirror prototype, RoboMirror [6], attempts to augment vir-
tual mirror displays with the advantage of high resolution face rendering by radically
changing the design of traditional virtual mirrors.
The RoboMirror [6], shown in Fig. 2.14, is a virtual mirror display designed for face
interaction, though its design is applicable for full body interaction as well. It makes
several important modifications to virtual mirror displays that may be applicable
to other mirror displays. First, as shown in Figs. 2.14b and 2.11, it captures the
frontal view of the user using a camera directly in front of the user, though placed
behind a twm. Second, as shown in Fig. 2.14a, it utilizes a robotic arm that moves
the camera, tracking the user’s face as the user moves in front of the display. The
arm moves such that the camera image is always centered about the user’s face. The
user’s face is tracked with a depth camera placed in front of the display, at the base
of the display. Finally, it utilizes a twm to not only hide the camera but also as a
see-through display.
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(a) RoboMirror of [6] (b) RoboMirror [6] in use
Fig. 2.14 Face-centric virtual mirror [6]
Virtual Viewpoint Rendering with a Moveable Camera in RoboMirror
RoboMirror introduces for the first time, to the best of my knowledge, the use of a
robotic arm for tracking users in virtual mirror systems. To allow for more accurate
frontal face rendering and increase the user’s interaction space, the RoboMirror re-
places the static camera common to many virtual mirror prototypes with a camera
attached to a robotic arm. The setup of the RoboMirror, contrasted with typical
virtual mirror setups, is shown in Fig. 2.11. The robotic arm allows the user’s move-
ment to be constrained by the extent of the robotic motion, the size of the display and
the camera’s field of view, extending the size of the region the user can move when
interacting with the RoboMirror. Additionally, the robotic arm can be mounted with
any high resolution camera, as we have done with the current prototype using the
high definition ZED stereo camera for color image capture and stereo depth mea-
surements through the twm. Furthermore, the movement of the robotic arm on the
RoboMirror is constrained to move only in the x-y plane, tracking the user’s face,
centering the user’s face in the image as the user moves in front of the system. This
ensures a high resolution capture of the frontal view of the user’s face without the
need for additional image warping methods.
In this work, we extend [6] and build on [3] to show that the motion of the
arm simplifies the equations for the creation of a mirror-like image in single camera
virtual mirror display setups. Furthermore, we propose a calibration method for the
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RoboMirror system to ensure that a virtual viewpoint can be created in the projector-
camera setup of the system.
Image Enhancement with a See Through Display in RoboMirror In order
to capture the frontal view of the user, the RoboMirror uses the idea of placing
the camera behind a see-through display so as to capture the user through the see-
through display, in this case a twm. The RoboMirror employs a similar design to the
Clearboard [41] in that it utilizes a twm as a see-through display. However, unlike the
Clearboard [41], the RoboMirror is not interested in capturing the user’s reflection in
the twm. Hence, the camera in the RoboMirror views the user by looking through the
see-through display to the user rather than at the reflection of the user in the twm.
Furthermore, the RoboMirror projector projects images onto a fine mesh projection
screen, borrowing the idea from [4,5], placed above a twm angled at 45◦ with respect
to the ground ensuring the image seen by the user in the twm is bright and clear.
Hence, the twm used in the RoboMirror is a display screen as with other augmented
mirrors but also a medium through which the frontal face of the user can be viewed
by the camera. Thus, with a high resolution camera, the system captures both the
frontal view of the user’s face and the background. The RoboMirror setup reduces the
need for image warping present in many mirror displays [31,44] due to the placement
of the camera which often is a source of error in frontal face rendering that may
reduce the experience of immersion.
Single-image enhancement methods are typically designed for use when the sys-
tem that created the image is unavailable. As RoboMirror was available, Zhang [6]
chose an extensive calibration procedure, and compared the results to histogram
equalization methods. The calibration procedure [6] estimated the mapping from
the degraded image to the well-lit image of the RoboMirror by displaying 256 gray
levels to the camera, with and without the twm in place. From these images, least
squares optimization was done to arrive at the mapping between degraded images
from the camera with the twm in the way, and the bright images from the camera
without the twm in the way. Though accurate, it is very specific to the RoboMirror
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system, requires many images which, unfortunately, must be repeated every time the
illumination in the environment is changed.
In this work, we simplify the image enhancement algorithm of [6] using only two
images, taken with and without the twm in front of the camera. We utilize the
brightness transfer function [85] to characterize the mapping between the degraded
and bright images. We qualitatively compare to [6], quantitatively comparing to
single-image dehazing methods using the Retinex-Dehazing relationship.
In the rest of this chapter, we investigate the use of self-images in a clinical setting
for the particular application of teaching appropriate behavioral practices in young
children with ASD. Specifically, we focus on the effect of self-images and interactiv-
ity on established clinical behavioral modifications practices for young children with
autism spectrum disorders(ASD).
2.2 Self-images for ASD learning
Selfies abound on the internet, attesting to our fascination with our own images.
However, while self-images in the form of selfies are entertaining, self-images can,
and are, used for serious learning, especially in clinical settings, for instance speech
therapy [44]. One such form of learning is observational learning.
Observational learning, as defined in Social Cognitive Theory proposed in [86],
is an important way of learning. In this mode of learning, a person refines acquired
skills or learns new skills through the observation of a model, that is, seeing an
action performed. It is widely used for teaching a variety of behaviors [14,18,86,87].
Observational learning is most effective when the observed model is most similar to
the user in age, gender and other characteristics [14,86]. And, the most similar model
to the user is the user.
Self-modeling is an efficacious observational learning method as the action is per-
formed by a model that looks very similar to the learner [14]. Self-modeling has
been used as an intervention procedure where an individual observes self-images (im-
ages of oneself) engaged in adaptive behavior [18]. It has seen application in areas
such as sports training and therapy. Self-modeling involves capturing and editing
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video of individuals into short vignettes. As part of a therapy or training session,
these vignettes are repeatedly reviewed to aid in learning skills [18]. Self-modeling
may be in positive self-review (watching oneself perform steps of an acquired skill for
more consistent performance), or in feedforward (watching oneself perform steps of
a not-as-yet acquired skill for rapid behavior change) [87]. In this work, the focus is
on multimedia tools for feedforward learning for applications targeted to behavioral
interventions for young children with ASDs in clinical settings.
2.2.1 Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs)
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are one of the fastest growing developmental
disorders in the United States with the Center for Disease Control (CDC) estimating
that 1 in 68 children in the United States are diagnosed with ASDs [8]. In fact, ASDs
are more prevalent than childhood cancer, diabetes, spina bifida, and Down syndrome
combined [88].
ASDs are a complex, chronic disorder that impairs social and communication
skills, and typically lasts a lifetime. For instance, social and communication im-
pairments may include a lack of social-emotional reciprocity, a lack of nonverbal
communicative behaviors used for social interaction, and difficulties maintaining and
understanding relationships [89]. These impairments impact the development of age-
appropriate peer relationships and may lead to difficulties communicating thoughts
and feelings effectively [89]. Furthermore, ASD also impacts the development of basic
skills of daily living such as feeding and toileting [90–92], and can severely impact
sleep [93,94]. As a lifelong disability, many of the symptoms continue into adulthood,
requiring extensive medical care. Over an individual’s lifetime, ASD results in a per
capita incremental societal cost of $3.2 million, with lost productivity and adult care
as the largest components [9].
Early educational and behavioral interventions have been found to be effective
in addressing many of the behavioral, functional, social, and cognitive deficits [11].
Numerous practitioners and researchers have been developing and evaluating inter-
ventions that aim to remediate the difficulties experienced by individuals with ASD.
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Currently, the National Professional Development Center on Autism Spectrum Disor-
ders (NPDC) identified 27 evidence-based practices, one of which is computer-aided
instruction which includes computer modeling and computer tutors [10].
Evidence-based approaches are focused intervention techniques whose effective-
ness have been established by research studies [10]. Focused intervention practices
are interventions designed to address a single goal of a person with ASD [95]. Forming
the bedrock of educational programs for young people with ASD, focused interven-
tion practices operate until the goal is reached, address specific learner outcomes, and
are operationally defined [10]. An intervention becomes evidence-based if it meets
certain research criteria such as obtaining positive results across studies through
well-established research methods as detailed in NPDC 2014 report [10]. The use
of evidence-based practices and continuous monitoring are critical as they guarantee
the teaching quality and prevent potentially detrimental effects caused by untested
interventions [96].
2.2.2 Self-Image and its relationship to ASDs
Children with ASDs show looking preferences to their own images, compared to
peers and adult images [12], demonstrating the ability to differentiate self and the
others images to a certain extent. Children with ASDs also show more accuracy
in matching their own faces and bodies compared to others’ faces and bodies [13].
Another study found that merely exposing individuals to self-image facilitated perfor-
mances of recognizing others emotions [97]. Furthermore, coupled with work in Social
Cognitive Theory self-modeling, these findings gradually unveil the educational and
therapeutic value of self-images in the learning of individuals with ASDs. Though
self-modeling may be in positive self-review or in feedforward [18], this work focuses
on feedforward for learning new skills.
Feedforward is a powerful method for the acquisition of new skills [18]. Unlike its
counterpart positive self-review that is concerned with feedback to produce consistent
performance in already achieved skills, feedforward is concerned with presenting a
picture of a future action of a skill to achieve a desired goal [98, 99]. It is used in
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various clinical settings for learning new behaviors, acquiring physical skills, com-
munication skills, or social skills [98, 100–102]. As stated, feedforward has many
applications. One such application is in virtual reality-based feedforward imagery
investigated as Dopplegangers [103]. However, virtual reality feedforward imagery is
often not interactive, offering very few directions as a user learns the new skill. In
addition, an avatar, a simile of the user, must be created for the environment, which
can take significant time and computational resources to capture. Another applica-
tion of feedforward is in the evidence-based practice of video self-modeling (VSM)
interventions for children with ASDs.
VSM is an evidence-based practice that incorporates the concepts of positive self-
modeling. VSM is defined as recording a video of the learner performing a target skill
or behavior and then giving it to the learner to review [10]. It is a widely used tool for
learning and enhancing skills. Research has shown VSM to be effective in improving
a variety of behaviors and skills such as social initiation (for instance, greeting),
conversational speech skills and other behaviors [17, 100]. However, the creation of
feedforward video is time consuming, and tedious, requiring hours of video of the user,
just to capture the few scenes that can be tied together to form the final feedforward
video.
2.3 Multimedia tools used in ASD Learning
VSM is not the only multimedia tool used in intervention for ASDs. Other multi-
media tools like Virtual reality, augmented reality and even games are often employed.
In fact, technology, ranging from simple gadgets to advanced multi-media devices, has
been utilized to improve the various skills of individuals with ASDs in areas such as
initiating conversation, play skills, and social conventions [20]. However, virtual re-
ality, augmented reality and games have been shown to help individuals with ASDs
learn social skills, because they simplify the complexity of the social world and provide
social immediacy, contingent social feedback, and trial-and-error experiences without
harmful real-life consequences [25,104].
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2.3.1 Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality (VR) uses computer graphics to simulate avatars and real, aug-
mented or imaginary worlds (virtual environment VE). Avatars are the embodiment
of the user in the VE. The success of a VR system depends on the user’s experience
of immersion, presence, and interactivity. Immersion refers to the degree a user feels
engrossed in the VE, while presence refers to how much a user feels situated within
the VE [105]. In autism, research suggests that VR provides a useful technological
medium for learning concepts or skills in a real world environment by providing a re-
peatable, interactive, programmable environment, and in many cases, a cost-effective
environment for understanding social situations and teaching social, and communi-
cation skills. VR has been used extensively for teaching individuals with ASDs social
skills such as social understanding [106], emotion recognition [107], perspective tak-
ing [107], conversational skills [107], and pro-social behaviors [106, 108]. However,
self-modeling is often not incorporated into the VR system. For instance, many VR
systems often do not have an avatar, or, in cases of an avatar being present, the avatar
is not very similar to the user. The doppleganger system [103, 109] is an exception.
Dopplegangers are virtual reality avatars that look very similar to the users, and can
be made to perform independently of the physical person. They have been efficacious
in increasing adherence to exercise and encouraging better eating [103]. However,
though the system has been used for behavior modification for adults trying to stay
healthy [109], it has not been applied to behavioral intervention for young children
with ASDs.
2.3.2 Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality (AR) uses computer graphics to combine the real world with
virtual objects. It may or may not have an avatar, instead using the user directly
as the navigator in the environment. Unlike VR which seeks to replace reality, AR
supplements reality [25], and may allow fast generalization of skills learned in the
virtual world to the real world. Furthermore, it can provide real-time help, as a pros-
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thetic, as the user engages in day-to-day activities. AR has not been as common as
VR. However, with the advent of commodity depth cameras that allow for easy inte-
gration of body movements into a VE, AR applications for autism have proliferated.
For instance, AR has been used to increase social skills, such as pretend play [110],
attention [111], and social interaction skills [112]. AR, purposely combined with
self-modeling and evidence based practices, is a promising avenue to deliver learning
materials and promote development of skills during intervention.
2.3.3 Serious Games
Serious games have been shown to be effective tools for learning [113]. Many games
have been developed for computers and/or mobile devices to help young people with
ASDs in different aspects of their lives. Games for autistic children have been shown
to stimulate the learners interest in the material, and even engage students with low
self-efficacy [114]. Game elements have been used in VR scenarios to provide chances
for individuals with ASDs to explore social scenarios [115], improve motor skills [116],
and teach educational material as well as learning skills [117], and even to encourage
playskills [110].
Recently, with the advent of the Microsoft Kinect (and other depth cameras),
motion-based games that operate on the principle of gesture-based (touchless) inter-
action have become popular. That is, the movement of the body, or parts of the
body, controls various elements on the screen. Researchers find that the combination
of physical motion with games may result in positive outcomes. For instance, [118]
develop a virtual mirror system to promote the development of self-awareness, posture
and imitation skills. Children observe their reflections as virtual puppets interacting
with virtual characters. [119] explore the general use of motion-based games for
skill learning, focusing on development of play skills and attention. They select 5
commercial Kinect games, allowing 5 young boys with ASDs a total of 3hrs, 45min
gameplay over a 3 month period, with weekly 45minute therapy sessions. Attention
and behavior were observed. They find that motion-based games promoted attention
skills, were relatively easy for the children to master, and decreased distress while
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triggering positive emotions during gameplay [119]. In later work, the authors [47]
explore the general use of motion-based games, asking when, where and how are
they appropriate for people with ASDs, offering guidelines on how to design for this
population. In particular, they note the importance of personalization, and positive
reinforcement during the game. The authors of [120] investigate the use of touchless
games for learning and engagement presenting a game called ”Pixel Balance” that
offers opportunities for imaginative play, communication development, social inter-
action, and increased body awareness. [121] investigates the impact of collaborative
motion-based gaming on the behavior of young children with ASDs in a classroom
setting. The authors [121] develop a virtual mirror system game where the partic-
ipants were represented either as skeletons or as their own live image. The game
required participants to catch objects to score points using either hands or feet as
chosen by a teacher. [121] find that collaborative motion-based gaming supports the
initiation of social interaction with other peers, contributing to increased classroom
engagement.
However, despite the learning capabilities of serious games, very few games have
been developed that focus on delivering a single evidence-based practice. Further-
more, fewer still look at ways of combining elements from several evidence-based
practices in order to create an interactive, yet still effective, version of an evidence-
based practice. In addition, to the best of my knowledge, motion-based games for
young children with ASD have not investigated the possibility of using the physical
movements in the game as a method of creating and collecting VSM material.
This work differs from previous work in that we explore the applicability of com-
bining self-images, games, real-time behavioral, and visual feedback with existing
evidence-based practices to teach various skills to young children with ASDs. In
particular, we propose the MEBook, a framework for augmenting social narratives
with self-images, and including practice by way of a virtual mirror touchless game.
The MEBook focuses on teaching social greeting as it is a skill necessary for social
interaction. We utilize the social narrative as the vehicle for the game, injecting the
narrative with the user’s self-image as a main character interacting with other vir-
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tual characters in various social settings. Furthermore, we include a practice session
into the narrative to allow the user physically practice what has been read in the
social narrative. As with other motion-based games for young children with ASDs,
we utilize a virtual mirror system, using a live image and a skeleton as the user’s
representation during the game. Unlike other motion-based games for ASDs, how-
ever, we collect physical movement data during the practice as VSM material that
can easily be put together into a VSM therapy. The following chapter presents the
design, and evaluation of the MEBook, discussing the results of a 3-person pilot study
and extensions made to the MEBook.
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Chapter 3
Interactive Self-Images
3.1 Overview
The gateway to social interaction is greeting. It is the first and last thing in many
social situations. In this chapter, we describe MEBook, a novel virtual mirror in-
teractive system designed to augment social narratives with self-images and practice
chances using a gesture detector. It combines several other evidence-based interven-
tions aside from social narratives, such as positive reinforcement with opportunities
for practice as a means to deliver an intervention and collect feedforward imagery for
VSM video creation.
Social narratives are evidence-based practices for behavior intervention. In par-
ticular, they are short compositions that explicitly describe social situations and
provide examples of culturally appropriate responses. Commonly used in educational
settings [122], the narratives are told from a first-person perspective and are individ-
ualized to the learner. Learners are encouraged to read social narratives on their own
or, if appropriate, with their teachers as a way to improve engagement and under-
standing. The aim of social narratives interventions is to help learners understand
relevant social cues and facilitate appropriate social responses in their environment.
The effectiveness of social narratives has been demonstrated on a wide range of so-
cial skills including play skills, greetings, and communication with others [123, 124].
However, many narratives are still delivered in text and static images. In addition,
we observe that individualizing and producing social narratives for a variety of social
situations and children can be time consuming. As such, many social narratives are
based on templates which may feature scenarios and characters foreign to the reader.
In addition, perhaps due to the nature of the delivery, social narratives do not provide
direct instructions on social skills [125] as it is difficult to portray complex physical
skills using simple text descriptions and still images, hence limiting the applicability
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of social narratives.
Another commonly used evidence-based practice in ASD research is video self-
modeling (VSM) intervention for young children with ASD. VSM involves reviewing
a video of the learner performing a target skill or behavior [10]. In a typical VSM
scenario, the user sits in front of a monitor, reviewing her demonstration of the
target skill. As with self-modeling, VSM is typically presented in positive self-review
or feedforward [126]. The aim of positive self-review is to improve already acquired
skills. It involves editing the video recording of the learner such that the final video
shows only the target skills performed correctly. The recording is reviewed by the
learner to enhance fluency in the skills being acquired. Feedforward, on the other
hand, involves learning new, though achievable, skills. Feedforward VSM has been
demonstrated to have a more dramatic learning effect than positive self-review [87].
It requires editing video of the child such that the child appears to be performing the
as yet unacquired skill. However, creating such feedforward VSM is difficult. VSM
requires showing a learner a video of the user performing a skill completely and well.
In order to capture this video, the skill must be broken down into its constituent
parts. The learner must then be captured doing the constituent parts well, hence
requiring the instructor to follow the learner constantly, collecting hours of video
just to capture the desired snippets. Finally, careful connection of these snippets is
required in order to form the final VSM.
At present, despite the emergence of innovative and advanced technologies, social
narratives and VSM are still constructed and delivered with traditional multimedia
technologies, often without opportunities for practicing the behavior described. For
instance, PowerPoint, video, audio, and simple text are some of the most prevalent
technologies used in making and showing social narrativies and VSM [20, 127–129].
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, multiple evidence-based practices have
not been combined into a single multimedia framework that has been verified in any
clinical studies. A system that utilizes self-images in the delivery of the intervention,
allowing for practice chances during the intervention, as well as producing images
from the practice that can be used for VSM creation, has the potential to alleviate
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the tedium in the creation of VSM and enhance the learning of a skill as described
in the social narrative.
3.2 Design Principles
MEBook is comprised of two main parts: the social narrative that teaches social
greeting and the practice game for physically performing the greetings. The MEBook
design is governed by several overarching general guidelines. These guidelines follow
similarly to those of [47, 119].
Customize to the child We customize each MEBook to the specific skills and
deficits of the child. For instance, assume one child has better language development
than others. As such, the text of MEBook is modified to suit the skill level of the
child. Another child may not like bright objects. Colors of that child’s MEBook are
modified to suit the child.
Clear Goals MEBook is designed such that the goals of the narrative and practice
sessions are clear. In the narrative, the goals are to read and observe each page
before clicking to the next page. In the practice session, the goals are to perform the
behavior shown in the narrative to get the points. This avoids confusion on the part
of the child or clinician.
Clear Instructions and Progression The MEBook narrative comes before the
practice session. Thus, the desired behavior or actions are demonstrated in various
setting with different virtual characters before the practice session begins. In addition,
clear instructions indicating the progression of each page of the narrative, and the
actions to take during a practice session are provided. The instructions are brightly
lit and prominently placed. The instructions indicate clearly how to progress through
MEBook, to end the game or start the game.
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Repeatability Repeatability in the narrative and practice sessions ensures that the
user is able to master the lessons in MEBook [47]. In particular, the same characters,
in the same progression are observed either in the narrative or in the practice session.
Visual or Audio Stimuli In order to ensure engagement, various audio stimuli and
visual stimuli are used to provide performance feedback during MEBook. In addition,
these stimuli are used to indicate progression through MEBook. For instance, visual
or audio stimuli are played when the game starts, page is turned, prize is achieved,
or the game ends.
Self-image in Avatar [47,119] describe including the user into the game by using
avatars that move and/or look like the user. In MEBook we go a step further by
infusing self-images, in sound, and visuals, in every part of the game. This was done
in the speaking audio of the game, in the images seen during the narrative, and
in the avatar chosen during the game practice. For instance, in the narrative, as a
method of increasing immersion, and holding the user’s attention, we include the user
into MEBook by using an image of the user’s face and/or body as the main virtual
character in MEBook. The character is depicted performing the actions the user
desires to learn. Furthermore, during the game session, we utilize a virtual mirror
such that the user can observe a live self-image while practicing the desired target
actions and interacting with virtual characters. In addition, we utilize the user’s
voice as the narrator of the instructions, or at least, utilize a synthetic voice-over of
seemingly similar age to the user.
3.3 MEBook
As many individuals with ASD face challenges in social interactions [10, 11], we
design MEBook to teach commonly displayed social greeting skills, focusing on phys-
ical behaviors that can be detected using computer vision algorithms. In particular,
this prototype focused on three types of social greeting behaviors. These are 1) saying
”hi” or ”bye”, 2) hand waving, and 3) making eye contact. We chose these actions as
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they were simple behaviors that many children with ASD are learning. Furthermore,
each behavior is relatively easy to record and detect with current computer vision
algorithms. For instance, saying ”hi” or ”bye” can be measured using a word/voice
detector, waving can be detected with a gesture detector, and eye contact can be
measured through head and eye tracking. In this section, we describe the content,
architecture and implementation of MEBook and present the results of the clinical
study performed to test its effectiveness as an intervention for behavioral modification
in young children with ASDs.
3.3.1 MEBook System Overview
MEBook is designed to show that evidence-based practices such as social narra-
tives can be personalized and augmented using self-images, and interactive elements
that contribute to the narrative and provide chances to practice the skills taught
in the narrative. Hence, in MEBook, interactivity and self-images are incorporated
into the narrative by using cartoon animation in various modalities (vocal and visual
described in Section 3.3.2) and motion-based practice sessions (described in Section
3.3.3). Animated cartoons are a medium familiar to many children. It provides a
technically accessible way to include self-images of the user, and an easy way to il-
lustrate the actions described in the narrative. Practice sessions use a camera and
hence, provide another chance for inclusion of self-images as users observe themselves
as they practice.
MEBook comprises of two main parts: a social narrative followed by a practice
session. We observe that in delivering social narratives, clinicians will read the nar-
rative with the user. At the end of the narrative, the behavior may be practiced. As
such, we design MEBook to follow this scheme. The social narrative describes the
greeting behavior, and unlike paper narratives, also demonstrates the behavior using
animations depicting the main character in various scenarios. The practice session
offers a chance for the user to practice the behavior, with or without the guidance of
the clinician.
MEBook requires a computer and a Kinect version 2 (Kinect v2, hereafter referred
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to as Kinect) camera placed at the base of the computer. In our study, MEBook was
displayed on a touch screen computer that has a Kinect camera at its base. The
touch screen computer allows the user or clinician to control navigation through the
narrative as shown in Fig. 3.1. The touch screen is not required and any other
navigation device can be used to page through the narrative.
MEBook offers two narratives: a ”hi” greeting on entering the clinic, a ”bye”
greeting on leaving the clinic. The educational psychologists on our team advised
that the ”hi” and ”bye” lessons are done by the user, at the same time, at the end of
the clinic visit. This was because it was not cost effective or logistically possible for
the user to perform the ”hi” lesson at home before coming to the clinic where the user
may then perform the ”bye” lesson at the end of the clinic visit. The implications
of this choice are that our pilot study, discussed in Section 3.5, focused only on the
”bye” social greeting as we believe that the ”bye” greeting lessons would be reinforced
by real-life examples users would observe as they left the clinic.
The practice session, shown in Fig. 3.2, requires the user to move into the range
of the Kinect camera to allow it detect and record the user’s attempts in practicing
the desired behavior. The user wears a microphone to capture any vocal response
that might be part of the greeting behavior. In this study, the Kinect audio capture
was not used as the room for the study had a loud air conditioning unit that severely
affected the audio quality. Instead, we asked each subject to wear a lightweight
wireless microphone. If the user could not, audio from microphones placed in the
room was used. Note that, though we describe our vocal detection algorithms, for
the pilot study, we did not assume a vocal response will accompany a physical gesture
nor did we emphasize this in MEBook. Many children with ASD do not often display,
or learn from, gestures combined with vocal responses [130, 131]. Rather, MEBook
focuses on teaching and reinforcing the physical gestures. In general, the narrative
and practice components are interleaved as shown in Fig. 3.3. The social narrative for
greeting is followed by the practice session where the user performs the target greeting
behavior. This 2-step process is first done for the hi behavior and then for the bye
behavior. Successful attempts in the practice sessions are recorded by the computer
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Fig. 3.1 Social Narrative Fig. 3.2 Game Session
and processed as VSM material as described in Section 3.3.4. The interleaving design
of narrative and practice is an effective method for two reasons. First, it follows
what is usually done by a clinician using a paper narrative and hence is not a great
departure from the usual practices. More importantly, it follows the principles of
observational learning [86]. It allows the learner to observe examples of the desirable
behavior, in text, voice, and action format, before physically practicing what he/she
has observed in the social narrative. The progression of the two narratives and
practices are very similar. For instance, the progression of the narrative for the hi
greeting is shown in Fig. 3.4. At the start of MEBook, the startup screen is displayed
as shown in the ”Start” image of Fig. 3.4. Once the ”Start Game” button is pressed,
the user navigates to the ”hi” social narrative. The user presses the left/right arrows
as shown in the ”Page” image of Fig. 3.4 to proceed through the pages of the
narrative. At the end of the narrative, the ”hi” practice session begins as shown
in the ”Game” image of Fig. 3.4. At any time, the user can stop a page, moving
forward or backwards as needed as indicated by the dual arrows in Fig. 3.3. This
allows repeating pages or repeating practice sessions if the clinician or parent deems
it necessary to solidify the learning.
3.3.2 Social Narrative personalization
The social narrative in MEBook is an animated short story that demonstrates
proper greeting behavior. The social narrative was written by the educational psy-
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Fig. 3.3 Game states
Fig. 3.4 Hi Lesson Progression
chologists on our team. As the study would be conducted at a clinic, and for logistic
reasons stated in Section 3.3.1, the narrative was designed to show greeting behav-
iors when the study participants arrive at and leave the clinic. The narrative design
would help the learner to generalize from the program to the real world as the scene
background were similar to those observed in the clinic. We chose not to use real
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Fig. 3.5 Unpersonalized narrative Fig. 3.6 Personalized narrative
images of the clinic as we were interested in the effect of the inclusion of self-images in
social narratives, not the inclusion of realism. In addition, as we wanted to improve
the chances of generality from MEBook to the real world, we chose to use cartoon
images similar to the clinic. An example of the narrative is shown in Fig. 3.5. The
narrative for ”hi” greeting is as follows:
Sometimes, I go to new places. People may say hi to me. I can say hi
to them too. If they don’t say hi to me, I can say hi to them first. Hello
says Ashley. Hi says Dan. Now, it is my turn to try. Hi says Denise. I
can turn to Denise, raise my hand and wave and say hi.
Each scene in MEBook was designed to correspond to one sentence of the narrative.
The narrative is further personalized in several ways including the following:
3.3.2.1 Story Characters
Self-images are incorporated into MEBook by individualizing and replacing the
main character’s face with the participant’s picture. In our study, we replace the head
of the main character, and colorize the body to reflect the image of the learner. For
instance, Fig. 3.6 shows the incorporation of the learner’s image into the story. We
chose not to replace the full body of the user, just the face, as we were interested in
self-images and the face is often the focus of recognition, not the body. Furthermore,
to provide examples of the targeted behavior, MEBook illustrates greeting behavior
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with adults and peers in various scenarios. The learner and other characters are
animated such that the characters demonstrate how to wave, speak or engage in the
appropriate greeting. The various scenarios, adults greeting adults, adults greeting
children, children greeting children, are chosen as they are similar to situations often
encountered in everyday life.
3.3.2.2 Face animation and Voice read-over
MEBook is further personalized through animation accompanying the voice over
of the narrative text. The learner’s face is animated to accompany the words of
the narrative. For instance, in Fig. 3.6, the mouth of the face at the bottom left
of the screen is animated to match the voice over of the narrative text. This helps
draw attention to the words, encouraging reading of the text. Furthermore, another
personalization is by changing the voices of the voice over to match the age and
gender of the character speaking. In our work, we use computer generated voices for
the different adult or child characters in MEBook as they were easy to generate. The
use of childlike voices, we hope, draws attention to the words of the narrative, making
it less threatening.
3.3.3 Practice design
As stated above, the practice session occurs after the social narrative. It provides
a chance for the learner to practice what has been taught in the previous social
narrative. In particular, the practice session is designed to encourage the initiation
of social interaction and the appropriate response to an initiated social interaction.
The practice session consists of a viewing window, and an interaction agent as
shown in Fig. 3.7. The viewing window is the real-time video feed from the Kinect
camera. This allows users to observe themselves performing the action. The interac-
tion agents are adult or peer characters, previously seen by the learner in the narrative
as this maintains the connection with the narrative. The animated characters appear
in succession. In order to progress to the next story, the session requires the learner
to respond to the characters that show different greeting behaviors. For instance,
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Fig. 3.7 Response to initiated social interaction
the learner can either respond to a greeting from a character or initiate a greeting as
shown in Fig. 3.7. Text prompts provide encouragement and directions as shown in
the top and bottom of Fig. 3.7. Successful wave gestures by the user, such as that
Fig. 3.8 Reward for successful wave
performed by the boy in green in Fig. 3.8, are rewarded with bright sounds and lights
as shown in Fig. 3.8. The instructor controls the pace of the practice session, allowing
the learner as many chances as needed since the session can be replayed using one of
the buttons at the top of the screen as shown in the top of Figs. 3.8 or 3.7.
3.3.4 Feedforward VSM content creation
Feedforward VSM involves repeated viewings of the apparent success of oneself at
accomplishing a task. In order to facilitate the creation of VSM content, the camera
feed during the practice session is recorded. The time locations of successful comple-
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tion of a gesture in the captured video are logged in a text document. For instance,
images of success, as indicated by the gesture detector, like the boy performing a ges-
ture correctly in Fig. 3.8 are saved. We process and modify the video by isolating the
user in saved images through the use of depth-based segmentations detailed in Section
3.4. The modification includes elimination of clinicians to create the illusion of the
user performing the gesture independently. The researcher can then use the saved
time locations in the text document to navigate the recorded video to find the scenes
where the learner successfully completed the action. Using the modified images, the
effort required by the research to create VSM video can be reduced significantly.
3.4 Technical Design
MEBook is created with the Unity3D game engine and uses a Microsoft Kinect for
gesture detection and data recording. The Microsoft Kinect is a multimodal sensor
and provides the following: a high resolution color image and a spatially-aligned lower
resolution depth image of the scene, a rough depth segmentation including body parts
of up to six individuals (body mask segmentation), and an estimate of 25 skeleton
joint locations of each individual. In this section, we provide details for the algorithms
implemented for the MEBook used in the pilot study, as well as algorithms we have
since added after our initial publication [48]. In particular, this section presents the
technical details for gesture detection, vocal response detection, eye gaze detection,
and segmentation for VSM creation. Testing results are incorporated to demonstrate
the effectiveness of each component. Gesture detection, vocal response detection and
segmentation were implemented and used in the pilot MEBook study. However, as our
educational psychologists did not use VSM creation during the study, segmentation
was not documented in our earlier work [48]. Eye gaze detection was conceived and
implemented after the pilot study in order to get additional information on user’s
attention during MEBook narrative.
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3.4.1 Gesture Detection
The original system for MEBook [48] utilized a Hidden Markov Model for gesture
detection [132, 133]. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and their variants are widely
used in computer vision for gesture detection. The HMM utilized Kinect provided
positions of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and hand joints as features for the different
states. The HMM of the original system [48] was trained to recognize a left hand
wave, with everything else as a non-wave. Since, other gestures such as clapping,
or raising right hand have been incorporated into MEBook. However, HMMs have
several significant disadvantages that limit their use in MEBook. For instance, for
any new gesture, a new HMM must be built. Such an undertaking requires col-
lection and cleaning of training and testing data, knowledge of HMM architectures
and algorithms, and possibly possession of programming skills. These are difficult
requirements for many clinicians. As such, we have experimented with an easier
to understand and use rule-based system which has seen application in clinical set-
tings [134, 135] for physical rehabilitation. The rule-based system tracks the same
joints as the HMM of the original MEBook, using work similar to that in [135].
In defining the logic rule for a gesture, the rules for component parts of the gesture
must be defined appropriately. These depend on predefined postures. A posture is
identified as a valid rule if the relative positions of the joints in the feature set are
within predefined acceptable ranges.
The final gesture becomes a combination of the predefined rules. For instance,
the rules for three parts of the wave are defined as:
1. Wave1: RULE: hand is above the elbow and hand is right of elbow
2. Wave2: RULE: hand is above the elbow and angle at elbow is increasing or
decreasing over last N time steps.
3. Wave3: RULE: hand is above the elbow and hand is left of elbow
The value N, determined experimentally, is set to 5 as this gives consistent results.
The final wave gesture is defined by combining the parts appropriately. New gestures
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can be defined using similar building structures. The training and testing data for
the wave gesture HMM were obtained from 4 subjects: 2 children, and 2 adults.
Each performed the wave action 3 times, for 3 separate sequences. In addition, to
compare performance of HMMs with rule-based schemes, clapping and raising hand
gestures were tested. These gestures are commonly seen in the classroom. The data
for clapping and hand raising were obtained from 8 subjects: 2 children, and 6 adults.
Each subject performed the action 3-5 times for 10 separate sequences. To obtain
more reliable estimates, collected wave, clap and hand raising data were augmented
with similar action data from the public dataset [136]. For instance, skeleton joint
locations of subjects performing the desired wave action in the dataset were added
to that we collected in the lab. Results are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 HMM Detectors
HMM Rule-Scheme
Miss Hit Miss Hit
Wave 0.04 0.96 0.2 0.8
Clap 0.06 0.94 0.06 0.94
Raise Hand 0.0 1.0 0.07 0.93
The HMMs classifiers are slightly more accurate than rule-based techniques. While
we would prefer a more accurate detector, we trade accuracy for ease of use. That
is, despite the accuracy of the HMM, it would be difficult for clinicians, mostly non-
technical people, to design their own HMMs as they would need to collect large
training sets, and learn the specific training method for HMMs that allows to tune its
large parameter space. On the other hand, rule-based techniques, though less accurate
than HMMs, require much less training data than HMMs and can be programmed
with easy-to-understand logic rules, allowing for quick addition of more complicated
behaviors by non-specialists, a critical feature in the applicability of MEBook.
3.4.2 Vocal Response Detection
Another component used in the practice session is a vocal response detector of
the words ”hi” and ”bye”. While this seems to be a simple speech recognition task,
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most commonly used speech recognition systems are not designed to be used by
young children due to the differences in pronunciation, pauses, and word use between
children and adults [137]. A speech recognizer for young children with ASD could
be even more challenging due to language and speech difficulties prevalent among
them. Hence, it is not practical to build a word recognizer for each young child
using MEBook. To further complicate the detection, there could be a great deal of
interference to the target vocal response. For example, many children with ASD have
vocal self-stimulation that have little to do with social greetings. In addition, the
microphone can also pick up vocal prompts from the clinician or family members to
elicit the right response from the child.
As such, in order to implement detection of words, ’Hi’ or ’Bye’ during the practice
session, we make a number of simplifying assumptions. We define a ’Hi’ or ’Bye’ vocal
response as any sound from the user in a 5-second interval before a positive physical
wave gesture from the user is detected. The model for detection is shown in Fig.
3.9. It consists of a voice activity detector and a speaker recognition module. The
voice activity detector indicates if a person is speaking during the time window. The
activity detector is implemented with a loudness detector measured by how much
is the audio signal amplitude above the pre-collected baseline. The pre-collected
baseline is obtained by recording audio in the empty room with the door shut, before
the user gets to the room. This is done only once, and repeated only if there is
environmental audio from outside the windows of the room. If a voice is detected, the
audio signal is then passed to a speaker recognition system. The speaker recognition
Fig. 3.9 Model for detection of Hi or Bye
system is used to determine if the child has spoken during the 5s window. Due to
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the difficulty in obtaining voice training data from a young child to build a speaker
model, we train a speaker model for the adult participants in the room. To test
the effectiveness of this approach, we have collected audio training data from one
male and one female adult reading 10-20 sentences chosen randomly from the TIMIT
corpus [138]. The TIMIT corpus is a database of 630 speakers, male and female adults,
of varying parts of America, speaking 10 distinct sentences in the major dialects of
American English.
The training data are equally divided into 10 sentence samples per speaker. The
testing data consists of 30 audio samples of varying durations. The 30 samples are
divided equally into 10 free speaking audio samples from a 6-year-old neurotypical
child, and 10 audio samples from each of the two adults reading sentences from
TIMIT corpus. The sentences are different from that in the training set. Using a
frame size of 256 samples at 16 kHz sampling rate, 13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients (MFCCs) are extracted from each frame using the VoiceBox software [139].
MFCCs are commonly used speech processing features [140]. The speaker recogni-
tion is based on a 256-mode Gausian Mixture Model-Universal Background Model
framework (GMM-UBM) in [141], first trained on the entire TIMIT corpus to build
the universal background model and then adapted to the two speakers in our test.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.10. The two curves represent the log likelihood
ratios of the audio samples for the two speaker models with respect to the background
model. As marked in the figure, the portion corresponding to the child voice can be
clearly determined based on the low log likelihood ratio values from both curves. The
Fig. 3.10 Speaker Recognition Results
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detected audio locations in the recorded clinic sessions, like the gesture detection, are
saved in a text document. These locations may then be used to find appropriate
audio samples for VSM or other data purposes.
3.4.3 Eye-gaze Detection
A useful indicator of attention is the location of the user’s eye gaze. The Kinect
camera returns color images of the therapist and the user during a MEBook session.
These images are analyzed in real time by Intraface [142]. Intraface estimates the
location of the pupil and the gaze direction of each eye. For instance, Fig. 3.11 shows
the results of eye-gaze detection as returned by Intraface. Using such information,
we estimate where the user’s gaze is on the monitor. The estimate is based on the
intersection of the rays formed by the eye-gaze vector estimates from both eyes. If
the eye-gaze focus is determined to be not on the monitor, the image is lighted red as
shown in Fig. ??. However, if the user’s focus is determined to be on the computer,
the image is lighted blue as indicated in Fig. ??. Eye gaze detection is only applied
(a) Eyes not on computer (b) Eyes on computer
Fig. 3.11 Eye Detection Results
when the user is close to the computer, during the narrative and not during the
practice session. This is because we are interested in the user’s attention during the
narrative. In addition, reliable eye-gaze estimation is not possible at the distances
required during the practice session. We believe that eye gaze detection will be a
helpful tool for the clinician as it gives some indication of when the user’s attention
is wandering. Note that this feature was not utilized during the pilot study as it
was implemented as an extension to the original prototype. In addition, for future
prototypes, we will explore the use of eye gaze detection as a signal for stimuli increase.
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For instance, when the detector determines that the user’s gaze is wandering, MEBook
may respond with a soft sound, or change of colors in the narrative background to
attract the user’s gaze back to the narrative.
3.4.4 Segmentation
As stated earlier, in order to generate suitable VSM content, the Kinect video feed
of the learner is recorded during the practice session. Successful and/or incomplete
attempts are logged in a text document and saved for later use. In both cases,
however, the learner’s image must be extracted from the background clutter of static
objects and moving people. As such, the recorded video is processed after the clinic
session to create a final video with the user segmented from the background in the
final video. The clinician can use this segmentation to create VSM content that
preserves the illusion of the user performing the gesture independently. Furthermore,
this segmentation allows generalization to different environments like school or home,
by changing the background. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The first two
columns of Fig. 3.12 show the color image and body mask estimate returned by the
Kinect. The final column of Fig. 3.12 shows the segmentation of the child. The
background is modified to that in the MEBook narrative. In this work, we perform
our segmentation via a two-step process: we first use a distance-based method to
separate the learner from the rest of the background as we ask that the clinician
allow the learner to stand in front of him/her during the practice session. Then, we
further improve the segmentation quality by using a spatial noise removing procedure.
3.4.4.1 Segmentation based on Distance
Learners are often surrounded by family members or clinicians. In order to create
feedforward VSM material, an image of the user performing the gesture is needed.
Hence, it is necessary to separate the learner’s image from the background. During
the practice session, the learner is asked to stand in front of the camera without
any physical contact from others. Based on this observation, we employ a simple
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Fig. 3.12 Segmentation results
distance comparison to separate the body mask of the learner from the rest of the
segmentation mask returned by the kinect. For instance, in Fig. 3.13 top, the body
mask image identifies two bodies D0 and D1 in the depth image with average depth
levels Dc0 and Dc1 respectively. The body of the learner, then, would occupy the set
of the pixels with a smaller average depth level as shown in the bottom row of Fig.
3.13.
Fig. 3.13 Examples of segmentation based on depth alone
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3.4.4.2 Segmentation Improvement
The Kinect body mask is low-resolution and noisy along the edges. This means
that it often mislabels foreground pixels as background or vice versa (right images of
Fig. 3.16(a)-(e)). As we are interested in an accurate segmentation for matting, we
improve the segmentation masks by using a modified version of the geodesic distance-
based segmentation and matting algorithm from [7]. The original algorithm in [7]
applies to color images. It calculates the likelihood of each pixel to be foreground
based on user’s scribbles indicating foreground. However, we want to incorporate
depth values into algorithm and remove the need for user interaction making VSM
creation easier for the clinician. The main technical challenge is the higher noise
observed in depth channels when compared with color channels. Here we describe a
simple algorithm to accurately estimate the foreground likelihood of each depth pixel.
Firstly, initial labels are automatically generated, removing the need for user in-
teraction. As the depth noise concentrates around the edge of the object, we preserve
all labels that are 5 or more pixels away from the edges using morphological pro-
cessing. We then estimate the foreground and background depth probability density
functions (PDF) over those pixels with reliable labels.
Secondly, we denoise probability values of pixels in the unknown region. Our
recent work in [143] showed that averaging probabilities over color superpixels [144]
can significantly reduce the spatial noise for segmentation probabilities. While [143]
deals with video segmentation using color and motion, we apply the same idea to
our depth segmentation problem as shown in Fig. 3.14. We first compute superpixel
segmentation over the color image using implementation of [144,145]. After obtaining
the initial foreground/background probability for each depth pixel in the unknown
region, we replace it with the average probability of all the pixels within the associated
superpixel. Finally, the denoised probability values are provided as an input to the
remainder of the geodesic segmentation in [7]. Results of the segmentation are shown
in Figs. 3.16 and 3.15. The final segmentation is able to recover mislabeled portions
on the head outline for the two children as shown in Fig. 3.15a and Fig. 3.15b,
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Fig. 3.14 Modifications to Geodesic Segmentation [7]: Probability Estimation
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.15 Segmentation result. Results are Left images, Original input are Right
Images
recovering even hair strands on the young girl in Fig. 3.15b. The final segmentation
also smooths the outline of the mask on the head and torso in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16b.
However, the final segmentation struggles with the edges of the legs as shown in Fig.
3.16b, though it smooths the edge outline of the legs more than that of the original
segmentation. The segmentation does not remove the background between the arm
and body in Fig. 3.16a, erroneously labeling it as foreground. This is expected since
the algorithm analyzes the edges of the mask, and not within the mask.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.16 Segmentation results: Results are Left images, Original input are Right
Images
3.5 Study
MEBook was evaluated in a pilot study with three young children with ASD.
The study was approved by the University Human Subjects Protection Board. The
aim of the pilot study was to determine the preliminary effectiveness of MEBook in
improving participant’s social greeting behavior.
We chose a single subject, multiple-baseline design for the pilot study. Our goal
was to build empirical evidence for MEBook based on guidelines of the Institute
of Education Sciences (IES) [146], the research and evaluation arm of the U.S. De-
partment of Education responsible for setting the guidelines for effective research for
educational programs in U.S. schools. Our choice to follow the guidelines and the use
of single subject study served several purposes. First, the results of the study would
benefit the future development of a more comprehensive, user-friendly, and flexible
MEBook. Second, the study would provide insight into the potential educational and
therapeutic value of self-imagery in MEBook in clinical settings. Third, single subject
design is particularly suited to small studies evaluating interventions for individuals
with low-incidence disorders such as ASD which was necessary for MEBook as we did
not have access to a large group in this population.
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3.5.1 Single Subject, Multiple-Baseline Design
Single subject design (SSD) is one of the standard practices used by scientists in
the field of psychology, education, and behavioral sciences [147]. It is a method with
significant contribution to the identification of evidence-based practices for individuals
with disabilities, and is accepted by the IES as a research design suitable for obtaining
experimental evidence for educational programs or interventions [146,148].
SSD provides invaluable information with regard to preliminary efficacy [149], is
used extensively in the field of special education. A rapidly increasing number of
innovative educational technological programs employ SSD due to its experimental
rigor, relevance and efficiency [148–152]. Furthermore, SSD is used extensively in
social story research, an evidence-based intervention, similar to social narratives but
trademarked and hence, more resistant to modification unlike social narratives [153].
In particular, SSD is an efficient method to evaluate the quality of MEBook for
application to educational interventions as, unlike other metropolitan areas, our study
was conducted in a medium sized city, surrounded by many rural counties. Such
a geographical location poses challenges for the recruitment of a large number of
children with ASD, and subsequently have them attend a clinic for a long period of
time.
A variety of testing methods in SSD can be used to examine the effectiveness
of interventions based on the nature of the interventions and target behaviors. The
current study used the multiple-baseline design across participants [154], to examine
the effectiveness of MEBook. Multiple-baseline across subjects is a frequently used
method to demonstrate experimental control in the field of interventions for children
with disabilities. The multiple-baseline design controls for the threat of learning, mat-
uration, and other confounding variables in the baseline probe sessions by staggering
the start of treatment conditions across participants systematically. For instance, in
our case with 3 participants, the researcher introduces the intervention to the second
participant if the intervention significantly improves the response rate of the first par-
ticipant. Similarly, the researcher introduces the intervention to the third participant
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if the response rate of the second participant improves with the intervention while
the first participant maintains their observed improvement. Experimental control is
demonstrated by a significantly stable and abruptly positive response associated with
the instruction (at least 5 days of significant positive responses to the intervention).
If improvement in behavior only happens when the intervention is implemented at
different time points, it is very likely that the positive change in behavior is caused
by the intervention.
3.5.2 Study Methodology
3.5.2.1 Participants
The participants were recruited through a local university-based clinic for children
with ASD. Three male children with ASD aged between 7 and 11 participated in the
study. One participant was of Asian descent (pseudonym Leung), and the other two
were Caucasian (pseudonyms Johnson, Cody). All parents reported that the partic-
ipants had a verified DSM-IV (now DSM-V) medical diagnosis of autism and were
eligible for special education services under the category of autism. All of the partic-
ipants were reported to be able to read at or above first grade level by their parents.
As reported by their parents, all students had difficulty initiating and responding to
social greetings independently and reliably. The oldest participant, Cody, was home-
schooled by his parents for 5 years. Yet, he received special education services under
the category of autism when he was in a public school. Among the participants, he
was the most high-functioning child with some reported social greeting skills.
3.5.2.2 Independent Variables (IV), Dependent Variables (DV)
The independent variable (IV) is MEBook. The dependent variables (DV) for the
study were responding to others’ greeting. A response was defined as participants’
behaviors in response to the stimulus. The stimulus was an adult or peer saying
”bye”, looking at, and waving to the participants. An accurate response was defined
as responding to the adults or peer greetings with looking at the person, waving one
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of their hands, and/or saying ”bye” verbally within 5 seconds after the stimulus.
These three target behaviors were tracked separately. Since Cody was more high
functioning, the behavioral goal for him was to respond to others’ greetings for more
than 50% of the opportunities given.
3.5.2.3 Procedure
The MEBook pilot study followed the guidelines outlined in [146] in order to
rigorously examine an intervention with a small population. All participants received
interventions at the same local university-based clinic used for recruitment for 7 weeks
in summer 2014.
Each participant attended the clinic at least 3 days per week for the study period.
The study was divided into three phases: baseline collection, MEBook intervention,
maintainance. As shown in Fig. 3.17, and explained in Section 3.5.1, the phases
were staggered over the three participants in order to obtain experimental control as
described in [146]. Table 3.2 shows a summary of the procedures.
In the baseline phase, participant 1 (Leung), 2 (Johnson), and 3 (Cody) had
five days of baseline behavior data collection. At this phase, the researcher was
looking for low response rates that remained stable across the participants over five
days, which indicated that the participants did not demonstrate sufficient greeting
behaviors based on their goals. This would verify the absence of target skills among
the participants. No intervention occurred prior to or during this period.
On day six, Leung progressed to the intervention phase where he was given the
MEBook intervention. Johnson and Cody stayed in the baseline phase. The re-
searcher was looking for an abrupt improvement in Leung, while Johnson and Cody
were control. If Leung demonstrated a positive change in his greeting behaviors, but
not Johnson or Cody, it was likely MEBook was working for Leung. Such a pattern
needed to continue for at least three days.
On day ten, after three days of positive behavior from Leung, Johnson began the
intervention phase where he received MEBook, while Cody stayed in the baseline
phase as the control. Leung continued to receive MEBook. The same staggered
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Table 3.2 MEBook study procedure summary
Description Days/phase
B
as
el
in
e
P
h
as
e
The participants received a 20-30-minute academic
learning session (regular session). After completing
their regular session, the participants were observed
for approximately 10-20 minutes in the clinic (prob-
ing sessions). During the probing sessions, the par-
ticipants were invited to a play room in which two
trained peers were playing, with an adult(s) present.
Usually, the participants immediately played with their
preferred toys. After 5-10 minutes of play, the partic-
ipants were given 4 chances to say bye to either the
peers, adults or the researchers. A sample probe is that
a peer/adult/researcher said bye and waved his hand at
the participant. After that, the participant was given
5 seconds to respond. All the probing data at baseline
phase were collected to reflect the participants baseline
behavior before the intervention
Leung: 5 days
Johnson: 8 days
Cody: 13 days
In
te
rv
en
ti
on
P
h
as
e
The participants received their regular session. After
the regular session, in the same room as the regular ses-
sion, the participants used MEbook for 15 minutes af-
ter. Following the regular session, the participants were
observed for approximately 10-20 minutes in the play
room (exactly the same as the probing session at base-
line). The remaining procedure were the same as the
baseline phase. All the probing data at the intervention
phase were collected to reflect the participants responses
to the intervention.
Leung: 14 days
Johnson: 10 days
Cody: 6 days
M
ai
n
ta
in
an
ce
P
h
as
e The purpose of the maintenance was to record the par-
ticipants‘ post-intervention greeting behaviors without
using MEbook. It examined whether the greeting be-
haviors learned from MEbook stayed even without the
presence of MEbook.
The maintainance phase follows the same procedures as
the baseline phase.
Leung: 2 days
Johnson:1 day
Cody: 2 days
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procedure, as with Leung, continued. If abrupt improvement was observed in Johnson
when MEBook started, and maintained for, at least, three days, Cody began the
intervention phase where he received MEBook.
If Cody showed a positive change in his social behavior that remained stable for, at
least, three days, while the other participants maintained a stable high level of target
social greeting, it was concluded that MEBook worked with these participants.
After Cody was in the intervention phase for six days, all participants transitioned
to the maintainance phase. In this phase, we examined the post-intervention greeting
behaviors, where MEBook support was no longer provided.
The children, regardless of experimental phases, had a regular session where they
worked with a graduate student in school psychology on academic learning (such
as learning double digit addition) for 20-30 minutes. After the regular session, the
participants had the probing session. The participants were invited to a nearby play
room in which two trained peers, with an adult(s) present, were playing. After 5-10
minutes of play, the participants were given 4 clear opportunities to say ”bye” to
either the peers, adult(s), or researchers. A sample probe is that a peer said ”bye”
and waved his/her hand at the participant. After that, the participant was given 5
seconds to respond. The opportunities to say ”bye” occurred in the play rooms and
in the hallway as the participant left with his caretaker. The probing session provided
a controlled environment to evaluate the pre-intervention greeting behaviors of the
participants.
In the intervention phase, the participants used MEBook for 10-15 minutes after
their regular session. After MEBook, the participant had the same probing session
as in the baseline phase. In this case, the probing session provided a controlled
environment to evaluate the post-intervention greeting behavior of the participants.
In the maintainance phase, the regular sessions were followed by the probing
sessions. MEBook was not given during the phase. The remaining procedures are
the same as the baseline phase.
The target social greeting behavior for the participants was saying ”bye” to others
voluntarily, and responding when people say ”bye” to them. This was logistically
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more appropriate than the ”hi” greeting as based on the logistics of the study, the
MEBook was determined to be delivered at the end of their session.
3.5.2.4 Data Collection
Historical data on the participants was collected. We asked parents about their
observations of the children before the start of the study. The parents of participant
1 (Leung) and 2 (Johnson) reported that they usually greeted others for 25% or less
of opportunities given. The parents of participant 3 (Cody) reported that he usually
greeted for 25% to 50% of the opportunities given.
In the baseline phase, after each regular session, baseline behavior data was col-
lected during the probing sessions. The participants’ social greeting behavior with
adults and peers was recorded on video and microphones placed in the play room.
The observation was approximately for 10-20 minutes, but the exact length varied as
the observation usually lasted until the participants left with their caregivers. How-
ever, only the last 20 minutes, with chances to demonstrate the target social greeting
behavior was analyzed in the study. On average, 4 opportunities were given to the
participants (for instance, 4 people in the clinic, adults and/or peers, said ”bye” to
the participants). If any of the target behaviors occurred (or lack thereof) during
the 20-minute interval, the observers recorded the appropriate response on a data
collection sheet. Specifically, the frequency count and percentage of occurrence of
correct response was recorded. These occurrences were reviewed and verified using
the recordings taken from the audio-visual recordings in the play room.
In the intervention phase, the same data collection procedure was used during the
probing sessions after the use of MEBook. Similarly, the data collection procedure
was exactly the same in the maintainance phase.
The behavioral responses by the children were rated by two graduate assistants
independently in order to ensure the occurrence/absence of the target behaviors. The
inter-rater reliability coefficient was used to capture the consistency between the two
sets of observations. It reached more than 90% according to the Landis and Koch [155]
standard.
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3.6 Results
The rates of total social greetings made by the participants across the baseline and
intervention phases are shown in Fig. 3.17. The names are pseudonyms to preserve
the privacy of the participants.
From Fig. 3.17, in the baseline phase, Leung and Johnson had a very low response
rate. That means, consistent with parents report, they did not respond well to
greetings (i.e., saying ”bye” to others when they were told ”bye”, wave, or looking
at that person who said ”bye” to them). Unlike the others, however, Cody’s data
showed some invariability. This is because, in contrast to the other participants, Cody
did have some greeting behaviors (around 25% to 50% of response rate for any given
opportunities). Therefore, after discussion with his parents, we agreed that the goal
for him is stability he had to respond to others greetings for more than 50% of all the
opportunities given in order to be counted as a successful response. As mentioned in
the study section, 4 opportunities were given to all the participants. Thus, Cody had
to respond to, at least, 3 greetings in order to be counted as successful. Unlike the
first two participants, Codys goal was a binary one 0% = No, Cody did not greet for
more than 50% of the opportunities given); 100% = Yes, Cody greeted for more than
50% of the opportunities given. These types of goals are not uncommon for higher
functioning students. Thus, the nature of the goal and the fact that Cody greeted
more consistently than others contributed to the invariability of data.
The improvement of behaviors in the intervention phase is compared against the
baseline. In the intervention phase, as shown in Fig. 3.17, the participants were
able to meet their behavioral goals after the receipt of the intervention for at least
five consecutive sessions. Leung and Johnson responded to others greetings within
5 seconds. Cody responded to others greetings within 5 seconds for at least 50% of
the chances given. The functional relation of the MEBook and the target behavior
was obtained through the abrupt and stable improvement in the number of correct
responses associated with the intervention phase following a staggered schedule. For
instance, Leung had a significant improvement on day 6 when he received the MEBook
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intervention, while the other participants, who were in the baseline phase, were still
having a low response rate. On day 9, Johnson had a significant improvement when
he received the MEBook intervention, while Cody, who was still in the baseline phase,
was having a low response rate. On day 12, Cody was finally in the intervention phase
and showed an immediate improvement in ”bye” greeting behavior. Overall, there
were no overlapping data points between the baseline and intervention phases across
participants. In addition, the level of the data points increased with the change of
condition with a positive trend and low variability, which inferred the effectiveness,
i.e., causal relation, of the intervention.
It was observed that all participants generally enjoyed the practice portion of
MEBook, with no adverse effects when playing the game and enjoying the practice
rewards. However, Johnson was resistant to enter the clinic and use the computer
at the start of the study. The researchers were able to mitigate this by changing the
regular session room for Johnson.
3.7 Discussion
Data for the participants in the baseline sessions showed that they were not able
to demonstrate target social greeting behaviors. Yet, data for the participants in the
intervention sessions showed that they learned and were able to demonstrate target
greeting behaviors more reliably. Such improvement in the target greeting behaviors
were associated with the use of MEBook.
The present version of MEBook was the first attempt to show the feasibility of
combining evidence-based practices with a practice session with gaming elements in
an individualized way. The idea behind MEBook is that an individual with ASD
can engage in a series of clinical and educational interventions under the monitoring
of a computer program, being guided interactively and reinforced immediately. It is
hoped that MEBook can provide future studies with a prototype to use technology
as a reinforcing and self-reflective platform to teach social skills. This is in line with
other work on motion-based interaction software for people with ASD [47,121,156].
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In addition, the VSM creation methodologies in MEBook shows that motion-
based environments, where a user performs an action to interact with the system,
can be used as data collection for VSM material. At present, there are many systems
utilizing motion-based tools for educational, and behavioral interventions for young
children with ASD [119,121,157]. MEBook shows that these systems can also be used
to extract material useful in VSM creation for targeted self-modeling interventions, a
feature often overlooked in motion-based interventions for young children with ASD.
Furthermore, MEBook can also potentially alleviate some of the strain in the
teaching workforce as the technology in process aims to be a self-instructed program.
The aim of MEBook is to be an easy and efficient learning system that individuals can
personalize with their own stories, and actions, customize to their desired learning,
and control the learning pace.
At present, however, there are several limitations in the current MEBook system.
Firstly, MEBook is currently designed using handcrafted narrative and 2D art and
animation. These are time intensive and require technical expertise to some extent.
Future prototypes of MEBook will be designed to allow anyone to create their own
stories using publicly available 2D or 3D art or, for better personalization, their own
personal real-world images. Furthermore, a method for incorporating simple anima-
tions or videos into MEBook must be developed through the use of a public database
that anyone can contribute to. Physical examples of a behavior through animations,
or even video, are key in MEBook, as they demonstrate the desired behaviors to the
user, going one step further than the static images of traditional narratives. Sec-
ondly, MEBook is currently limited to a single behavior, a wave gesture. While we
have tested different gestures, our clinical study focused on the wave gesture due to
its compatibility with the social narrative. In order to generalize MEBook to other
gestures and allow non-technical clinicians create their own gestures, it is necessary
to develop a tool to make it easy for anyone to add their own gesture detection to
the story. We are currently investigating publicly available gesture toolboxes and
developing our own tools for creating gesture detectors for use with Kinect camera
and widely available color cameras.
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Finally, the current segmentation algorithms depend on the body mask returned
by the Kinect camera and inherit some of its misclassification. Further improvement
to the segmentation and the overall quality of the synthesized VSM content is left for
future research.
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Fig. 3.17 The rates of total social greetings across the baseline and intervention phases.
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Chapter 4
Virtual Mirror Self-Modeling
4.1 Overview
Mirrors can provide the visual feedback for self-modeling. In Simulated Mirror
Devices (SMDs), mirrors may be extended to the virtual world by augmenting re-
flections with synthetic objects as in augmented mirrors, or in simulating reflections
for modification as in virtual mirror systems. With applications in many areas like
fashion, medicine, and sports training, the success of SMDs depends on the degree to
which the user is immersed in the simulated reality [158]. For virtual mirror SMDs,
in particular, a key component of this immersion is the ability to accurately simulate
mirror reflections.
There are many challenges in accurately simulating a mirror. Most SMDs adopt a
setup using one or more static cameras placed around a central display [28]. The user
is tracked in the environment and virtual objects are superimposed on the output
of the cameras. As the cameras are static, the viewpoint of the images is fixed.
However, a true mirror reflection depends on the position of the viewer. Some SMDs
utilize a stored 3D model of the environment and render the background based on
the user’s tracked position [33, 44]. However, the 3D background model must be
carefully scanned, and the process repeated for each new background which can be
tedious. Some SMDs, especially those designed for face interaction, simplify the
problem by ignoring the background [3, 45]. However, as the background must be
modified following the user’s gaze, ignoring the background reduces the realism that
can be achieved. Furthermore, [3] is designed for a mirror of infinite extent, and not
a physical mirror as no details are provided on how the physical dimensions of the
mirror affect the final image. Thus, for an accurate mirror simulation, the challenge
of rendering simulated reflections from the viewer’s perspective must be solved.
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4.2 RoboMirror SMD
In this chapter, we describe extensions to a novel SMD, the RoboMirror, proposed
in [6]. RoboMirror, designed for facial interaction, tracks the user by utilizing a
camera attached to a robotic arm. The camera faces the user, centering the user’s
face in the output image at all times, ensuring a high resolution image of the face is
obtained during the interaction. In order to allow the camera face the user, a two-way
mirror is utilized as both a display for the camera output, and a see-through screen
to block the user’s view of the camera while the camera views the user through the
screen.
We extend RoboMirror in several ways. First, as the robotic arms of the RoboMir-
ror are constrained to move in the x-y plane, we show, mathematically, that this
simplifies the work required in estimating an accurate virtual mirror rendering. Sec-
ond, we study the optics of the RoboMirror system and propose an updated image
enhancement algorithm based on the use of the Brightness Transfer Function [85].
Unlike the low light enhancement algorithm of [6], the proposed method is simpler,
faster and less tedious, producing results on par with [6]. Finally, we extend [6]
by presenting a calibration methodology to ensure accurate virtual viewpoint ren-
dering in the projector-camera system of the RoboMirror, which is performed only
when the projector-camera setup changes. The methodology also includes our image
enhancement modifications.
4.2.1 Simulation of a Mirror
Previous work [6] did not detail, mathematically or experimentally, how to dy-
namically create a virtual simulation as the user’s location changed in the scene. In
this section, we model the geometry of creating a mirror reflection in a typical single,
static camera, virtual mirror system. We show that the RoboMirror simplifies the
mathematical relationship between the camera image and the virtual image.
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4.2.1.1 Model of Mirror Geometry
It can be observed that when looking into a planar mirror, the image one sees
appears as though it is taken from a symmetric view point behind the mirror as
shown in Fig. 4.1. The object at point P is reflected on the mirror, appearing to be
at point Pp on the mirror plane as seen from the user’s perspective. The point Pp
is the same as the perspective projection of the object point P on the mirror plane
as observed from the virtual viewpoint. Following the derivation in [3], we assume
Fig. 4.1 Mirror Simulation
a pinhole camera. We also assume, for simplicity, that the imaging plane of the
camera and the mirror plane coincide, with the camera behind the mirror. In an
orthogonal coordinate system centered at the virtual viewpoint, the object at point
P has coordinates P = [x, y, z]T . Its projection on the mirror plane at point Pp has
coordinates [xp, yp, d]
T where d is the distance from the user to the mirror plane.
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Thus, the projection to the mirror plane at point Pp is given as:
xp = d · x/z
yp = d · y/z
(4.1)
From eq. 4.1, the projection Pp depends only on the position of the user with respect
to the mirror. Thus, we assume the human eye is a pinhole camera, and hence, the
image seen on the mirror remains fixed even when the user’s view direction changes.
Fig. 4.2 Cone of vision of a moving user
The field of view covered by the mirror, however, depends on the physical dimen-
sions of the mirror and the user’s position with respect to the edges of the mirror.
For instance, consider the scene shown in Fig. 4.2, with a finite planar mirror with
edges at point A, and point B, passing through the origin at C. A user is moving in
front of the mirror, with the virtual viewpoint, behind the mirror, depicted as shown
going from points E to D to F. The field of view of the user in front of the mirror
is symmetrical to that of a virtual user behind the mirror formed by the maximum
reflection rays between the virtual user’s position and the mirror edges at points A,
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and B. As the user moves closer to the mirror, it can be observed that the extent of
the world perceived from the virtual viewpoint increases. A virtual user at point E
sees objects within the open green cone formed from lines EA, and EB. At point D,
the virtual user sees objects within the open blue cone formed from lines DA and DB
which contains more of the scene that cone formed at E. Similarly for point F. Hence,
what the user sees in the mirror increases as the user moves closer to the mirror.
In an orthogonal coordinate system with the origin at a pinhole camera with fixed
position and orientation with respect to the mirror plane, as shown in Fig. 4.1, the
object, P, has coordinates P ′ = [x′, y′, z′, 1]T . The virtual viewpoint location and the
camera position are related by the translation, [tx, ty, tz]
T . The projection of the point,
P ′, on the mirror plane, as seen by the camera has coordinates Ppc = [xpc, ypc, f ]
T
defined as:
xpc = f · x′/z′
ypc = f · y′/z′
(4.2)
Relating the image seen from virtual viewpoint with the camera image, we obtain
the relationship between what the camera sees and what the virtual user sees, giving
us the equation:
x = tx + x
′
y = ty + y
′
z = tz + z
′
(4.3)
Substituting for x′, y′, and converting to 2D coordinates results in:
xp = d ·
(tx + x
′)
(tz + z′)
= d ·
(tx + (z
′ · xpc
f
))
(tz + z′)
yp = d ·
(ty + y
′)
(tz + z′)
= d ·
(ty + (z
′ · ypc
f
))
(tz + z′)
(4.4)
As can be seen from eqn. 4.4, the reflection point of the object on the mirror as viewed
from the user’s perspective can be computed based on several variables. These are 1)
the points’s location in the camera image, Ppc =, 2) the camera location and hence
the linear transform, [tx, ty, tz], to map the camera center location to the virtual
viewpoint position, 3) the user’s distance to the mirror, d, and finally, 4) the distance
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Fig. 4.3 FlatWorld Mirror
of each scene object to the camera z′. These variables must be estimated in order
to render a correct mirror view. Hence, to create a realistic mirror simulation, the
system must not only track the user’s location but also what users will see behind
them as they move in the x-y-z directions, controlling the extent of the background
as users move in the z-direction away or towards the mirror.
For estimating z′, as it is difficult to measure z′ with a monocular camera, the
authors of an earlier method [3] made a key assumption: the user’s face and the
world are on a flat plane parallel to the camera’s imaging plane. They called this
assumption, shown in Fig. 4.3, ”Flat-world”. The assumption arose because the
authors were able to measure the user’s distance to the mirror but not that of other
objects in the scene. However, as the authors were not interested in the background,
but in the user’s face, the background and any changes in it could be ignored. Thus,
z′ value for objects in the scene are all defined as as z′ = (f + d), the distance of the
user to the camera. The resulting equation for the Flat-world [3] assumption relating
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the user’s view of the screen to the camera image is given as:
xp =
d · ( (f+d)·xpc
f
+ tx)
(f + d) + tz
yp =
d · ( (f+d)·ypc
f
+ ty)
(f + d) + tz
(4.5)
4.2.1.2 Robomirror Advantage
The RoboMirror removes the need to estimate tx, ty. This is because the robotic
arm tracks the user’s face, centering the face in the image. This is an advantage over
the user of static cameras as it allows (tx, ty) to be simplified as (0, 0) since the user’s
viewpoint and the camera’s center are aligned. Thus, we essentially are left with the
setup shown in Fig. 4.4 where the x-y axes of the coordinate systems of the virtual
viewpoint and camera are always aligned. Hence, we only need estimate tz and the
z′-coordinate of all objects in the scene for correct mirror view, supporting our initial
hypothesis that x-y motion of the RoboMirror simplifies the rendering equation. For
estimating tz, recall our earlier assumption that the camera’s imaging plane and the
mirror plane are aligned. Hence, tz can be defined as tz = d− f where d is distance
of user from mirror plane, and f is the focal length, the distance of camera from the
image plane [3]. The resulting equation for the rendering in the RoboMirror is thus:
xp =
d · z
′·xpc
f
z′ + (d− f)
yp =
d · z
′·ypc
f
z′ + (d− f)
(4.6)
4.2.2 Mechanics of the RoboMirror SMD
The RoboMirror [6], as shown in Fig.4.5, is an open steel box housing a two-
way mirror (twm) placed at a 45◦ angle to the horizontal. A twm is a transparent
slab of dielectric material (glass or plastic) coated with a thin, transparent layer of
highly reflective metal (silver, or aluminium) [159–161]. It is designed to allow the
metal side to be highly reflective, while at the same time allowing a small portion of
the light incident on the metal side to be transmitted through the mirror [159–161].
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Fig. 4.4 Advantage of robomirror
Furthermore, twms are designed to allow the same amount of light to be transmitted
from both sides [159–161]. The metal side of a twm acts like a mirror when the metal
side is more brightly lit than the transparent side. Hence, users facing the brightly lit
metal side see their reflection as they would in a plane mirror. A user on the poorly
lit transparent side can see through the mirror as though looking in a window. When
the lighting is equal on both sides, the twm acts like a window for users on either
side. In the RoboMirror system, to preserve realism and block the user’s view of
the camera, a user sits in front of the mirror, facing the brightly lit, and thus, more
reflective side of the mirror. A bi-slide robotic arm is behind the mirror. A camera
is mounted on the robotic arm, and looks through the poorly lit side of the twm to
the user. The bi-slide system is driven by 2 step motors. The motors allow precise
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motion, accuracy 35um, in an x-y (horizontal-vertical) plane.
Fig. 4.5 Design of RoboMirror
A novelty of the RoboMirror system is that, unlike many other SMDs, it incorpo-
rates user tracking via the camera and robot arm. As the user moves in front of the
twm, the face of the user is tracked by the robotic arm such that each image from
the camera is centered about the user’s face. In previous work [6], the position of the
viewer’s face was detected using a Microsoft Kinect v1 mounted at the top/bottom of
the mirror box as shown in Fig. 4.5. In addition, the camera mounted on the robotic
arm was a monocular color camera.
In this work, the two cameras, the Kinect v1 and the monocular color camera
are replaced by a lightweight stereo camera, the ZED [162]. The ZED stereo camera
by Stereolabs is mounted on the robotic arm and captures color and scene depth
information. The purpose of this replacement serves several purposes. First, as we
explain in Section 4.2.1, capturing depth measurements from the camera’s perspective
behind the mirror is crucial for virtual mirror simulation. Hence, by mounting a
depth sensor at the robotic arm, we can capture the depths in the scene dynamically
as the user moves in the scene. Second, it streamlines the design of the RoboMirror,
coalescing the color and depth capture into a single camera. Finally, it was the only
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viable option for our design. Depth cameras based on time-of-flight mechanism like
the Kinect v2 or structured light mechanism like the Kinect v1 use reflection of infra-
red light to measure depth [163]. As the twm has a metal coating, we observe that
these infrared rays from Kinect v1 or Kinect v2 cameras are blocked before they can
get to the scene making depth measurements inaccurate. With the ZED, face tracking
is performed using off-the shelf tracking algorithms. The user’s face is only tracked
when the user is facing the display and within the display dimensions. Thus, when
the user’s face extends beyond the dimensions of the RoboMirror display, tracking
stops, returning to the preset origin point. The left camera image of the ZED stereo
camera is projected onto the screen on the top of the mirror box. The screen is made
of translucent fabric. The image on the fabric projects onto the reflective, brightly
lit side of the mirror. The mirror reflects the image to the viewer. The projector is
placed above, and slightly behind the user, at an angle with the screen, to block the
user’s view of the projector’s light source.
4.2.3 Challenges of the RoboMirror SMD
The design of the RoboMirror SMD introduces several challenges. First, the
camera observes the user through a twm. However, a twm reduces the amount of
light that can be transmitted through it to the camera. Hence, the camera output
produces low-light images. This causes errors in the depth measurements and reduces
the quality of the images displayed to the user. Previous work enhanced the images
using a complicated calibration process [6].
Second, the projector and camera need to be calibrated to correct for any errors
in the projection of images unto the twm. Previous work did not provide such a
calibration [6].
In the following sections, we show that using the response function of a camera
results in a simpler, faster low light enhancement method that works as well as [6]. In
addition, we describe a calibration method to ensure proper virtual mirror rendering
in the RoboMirror system.
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4.3 Image Enhancement
The unique setup of the RoboMirror in any environment is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Light from the environment, and the projector must pass through the twm before
it reaches the camera. The light from the projector is first diffused by the cloth
before reaching the twm significantly reducing its intensity at the camera. Hence, a
Fig. 4.6 RoboMirror optics.
disadvantage of the RoboMirror system is that the twm reduces the amount of light
that reaches the camera. This causes the camera to produce a low light image as
shown in Fig. 4.7b, even after autoexposure correction in the ZED camera. Previous
work [6], as discussed in Section 2.1.6, developed a complex procedure to repair the
low light image that required multiple images. Though the process worked well, it was
difficult to replicate as it required that the RoboMirror operators repeat the procedure
anytime the lighting was changed in the environment about the RoboMirror. In this
work, I present a simpler algorithm that utilizes the camera response function of the
camera, and requires 2 images; one without the mirror and one with the mirror in
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(a) Without twm (b) With twm
Fig. 4.7 RoboMirror system and its effect on camera images
place.
4.3.1 Camera Response Function for Image Enhancement
The camera response function relates the light intensity at the camera, I, to the
sensor irradiance (light coming into the camera), E by:
I = f(E) = f(L · P · e) (4.7)
where E = L · P · e [164, 165]. L is scene radiance (light from light sources in the
environment), P is a per camera factor involving focal length (c), and angle of prin-
cipal axis to optical axis (γ), and e is exposure. It is assumed that f is monotonically
increasing [164], and normalized such that f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1. Then, assume the
same camera takes two images of the same scene, with the same P parameters but
different exposures. Further, assume the illumination, as seen by the camera, varies
between images. Let Lo, Lm be the radiance of first and second images respectively.
As we are only interested in the relative scaling of the intensity, we can ignore setting
P = 1. Hence, the irradiance equations become:
Eo = Loeo
Em = Lmem
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As we are using a twm, and we know it allows a fraction of light incident on the metal
side to be transmitted through the mirror to the camera, we can rewrite the equation
above, replacing Lo, and taking ratios:
Em = αLoem = α
Eo
eo
em (4.8)
where α is the fraction of light the twm transmits. Converting irradiance to pixel
intensity, we get the relationship between degraded pixel intensities and original ir-
radiance:
Im = f(Em) = f(α
Eo
eo
em) (4.9)
Similarly, let Io be the original, undegraded image. Then, its relationship with the
original irradiance is Io = f(Eo). Many camera response functions are linear (or
piecewise linear), power functions, or polynomial [85, 164]. If the camera response
function is linear, or a power function, then the final equation relating the pixel
intensity of twm degraded images, Im, and the original, undegraded images, Io is:
Im ≈ βf(Eo) = βIo (4.10)
where β = αem
eo
for a linear camera response, or β = (αem
eo
)γ for a power function,
with parameter γ. In general, the camera response function can be estimated using
available software, eg as in [165]. To incorporate this estimation, define the inverse
camera function, g as g = f−1. Then, the relationship between pixel intensities of
images Im, Io is:
g(Io) = Eo
g(Im) = Em =
αem
eo
Eo
g(Im) =
αem
eo
g(Io)
Thus, if g can be reliably estimated, the multiplicative factor can be deduced.
Reliably estimating the camera response function can be a tedious process. It
often requires more than 2 images of the same scene, and the ability to control the
camera parameters, not always possible with different cameras. Analysis of Eqn
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4.9, however, suggests a method to eliminate the need for calculating the response
function.
Rewrite Eqn 4.9 as Im = τ(Io), where τ(.) is the brightness transfer function
(BTF) or (intensity mapping function) [166] [85]. The function relates the intensity
values of one image to those of another. It forms a per-channel look-up table that
maps pixel values of undegraded image to pixel values in the degraded mirror image.
The table is determined from regression on the comparagram [85], the cross histogram
of images Im and Io. A point in the comparagram J(i, j) is the number of pixels with
intensity value i in the first image, and intensity j at the corresponding point in the
second image [166]. Noise and quantization effects should be taken into account in
Fig. 4.8 Red channel comparagram.
creating the mapping function. As such, the intensity mapping function is obtained
from the mean comparagram. A point in the mean comparagram, Jm(i), is the mean
of all the pixels in second image that have intensity i in first image. The intensity
mapping function is then a regression over the mean comparagram, rather than the
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Fig. 4.9 Mean comparagram for all three channels.
comparagram. For instance, the comparagram for the red channel of the images in
Fig. 4.7 is shown in Fig. 4.8. The mean comparagram for all the three channels is
shown in Fig. 4.9. The linear fit from the regression is then applied to the input
degraded image to get the estimated bright image. Invalid negative pixel values are
bounded to 0. Invalid pixel values above 255 are bounded to 255.
A summary of the basic algorithm for generating the model is shown in Fig.4.10.
The input image pairs are first denoised, which smooths out the pixel values. The
BTF and the corresponding linear fit is generated from the denoised input pair. The
linear fit is then applied to denoised input image. Pixel values are bounded to range
[0, 255] to produce the desired estimated enhanced image.
4.3.2 Enhancement Results
Quantitative results are calculated using the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR),
Root Mean Square error (RMSE), and the SSIM [167] metric. The PSNR ratio
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Fig. 4.10 Enhancement algorithm
measures the ratio of signal to noise in the image. The larger it is, the better the result.
The RMSE is the difference in the pixel-to-pixel values in the images. The smaller it
is, the better the result. The SSIM metric measures the perceptual similarity between
two images. As with the PSNR, the larger the metric value, the better the result.
The pair of input images used to determine the linear model for the examples
shown in Fig. 4.14 are shown in Fig. 4.11, with their accompanying denoised versions.
The images were denoised using adaptive manifold filter [168] which was chosen for
speed and ease of use. Default parameters were used. The linear fit, and proposed
results are shown in Fig. 4.12, and Fig. 4.13 respectively. The regression was
performed using the robustfit command in MATLAB [169], Statistics and Machine
Learning Toolbox. The linear fit, shown in Fig. 4.12 had a RMSE value of 1.20, 1.43,
1.09 for the red, green and blue channels respectively. The input to the fit are the
values in the range [20, 40]. These were determined, experimentally, to give the best
results in the input pair across the quantitative metrics. The estimated output in
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Fig. 4.13 had a PSNR of 29.90dB, an increase from a value of 8.77dB in the denoised
input image in Fig.4.11c. The SSIM of estimated output increased from 0.4 of the
degraded input to 0.954. The RMSE value of the estimated output decreased from
0.364 to 0.032. Results of the image enhancement algorithm applied to other images
(a) Degraded (b) Groundtruth
(c) Degraded Denoised (d) Groundtruth Denoised
Fig. 4.11 Image input pair used for Enhancement
are presented in Fig. 4.14, with quantitative results presented in Table 4.1. The
enhancement results of [6] were copied, with permission, and not reproduced as the
method for reproduction was time intensive. As such, the quantitative results of [6]
were not computed as only copies of the original results were available. Qualitatively,
the results of [6] show less oversaturation than those from the proposed algorithm,
retaining much of the original contrast. This difference may be due to the simplicity
of the proposed model. In the model, several pixels in the degraded image may
be mapped to the maximum pixel value, 255, in the oversaturated portions of the
non-degraded image. Hence, the linear model assigns many pixels the value of 255,
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Fig. 4.12 Linear Fit between denoised Input pair
Table 4.1 Restoration Results
Image Metrics Degraded Proposed
Img A
PSNR dB 8.9 28.64
RMSE 0.36389 0.0369
SSIM 0.386 0.944
Img B
PSNR dB 8.72 28.64
RMSE 0.9346 0.037
SSIM 0.394 0.944
Img C
PSNR dB 8.67 28.65
RMSE 0.357 0.0337
SSIM 0.392 0.937
creating oversaturated zones in the final image. Quantitatively, the proposed model
does improve the degraded input, with gains across all metrics. The PSNR increases
significantly by almost 20dB across the test images. A similar increase can be seen in
the SSIM metric. The RMSE between the images also decreased by almost a factor of
10. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed method does improve the degraded
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Fig. 4.13 Proposed
image. While it cannot be concluded that the results of the proposed method surpass
those of [6] since a quantitative comparison was not performed, it can be concluded
that the methodology is as claimed, simpler and faster with similar results to [6],
based on qualitative comparison.
4.4 Calibration of the RoboMirror system
The calibration of the system serves three functions: to correct for photomet-
ric distortion due to the reduction of light from the two-way mirror, to correct for
geometric distortion due to the projector and to setup the system to act as a mirror.
Photometric distortion calibration requires two images: one with the two-way
mirror in front of the camera and one without. This is easy to obtain, requiring
moving the twm, a structure weighing about 1lb, out of the way to take pictures.
The two images can then be processed using the algorithm described in Section 4.3.
The photometric distortion should be done whenever the RoboMirror system is moved
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(a) Degraded (b) Degraded (c) Degraded
(d) [6] (e) [6] (f) [6]
(g) Proposed (h) Proposed (i) Proposed
(j) Groundtruth (k) Groundtruth (l) Groundtruth
Fig. 4.14 Image Enhancement results
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to a new location with a different lighting than the previous one. This is because the
effect of the twm varies with the lighting setup of the room.
The geometric and mirror setup calibration is more involved, and is described
here. It needs to be performed once and only needs to be recalibrated if the projector
system is changed. The calibration method is inspired by existing work about camera-
to-projector calibration on planar surface [170, 171] estimating the transformation
to apply on the camera image to create the virtual image. The setup for calibrating
the Robomirror is shown in Fig. 4.15. It utilizes the camera attached to the robotic
arm, a Microsoft Kinect v2 to measure scene depth (depth measurements are more
accurate than stereo camera, and are only used for calibration), and the projector.
One additional camera (not shown), termed virtualcam, is needed for calibration and
acts as the virtual mirror.
The camera behind the twm, moves in a vertical plane capturing the scene. As
shown in Fig. 4.5, the image I(x, y) it captures is sent to the projector to be dis-
played onto the screen along the side AB. This image is reflected by the twm back
to the viewer as the simulated mirror image. However, due to the misalignment of
the projector and the projection surface, the resulting image seen from the viewers
perspective appears distorted.
The screen plane in our system is assumed to be perfectly planar, meaning we
assume the virtual mirror to be vertical as shown in Fig. 4.15.
In order to render a mirror image, let us assume the user is at a viewing position
of depth z′. Assume, also, that an object I is at depth z as measured from the virtual
mirror surface. For simplicity, assume that our eyes and the cameras share the same
pinhole camera model with focal length f .
Instead of a real mirror image, the viewer sees the reflection of the object at
position z as a screen image on the 45-degree inclined twm. Denote the screen
reflection as I1. The reflection is at a fixed distance s behind the virtual mirror. In
order to correctly render a mirror image of I at a distance z behind the mirror, we
must have:
I1 =
s+ z′
z + z′
I (4.11)
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Fig. 4.15 Cross section of the optical system
The image reflected on the screen originates from the camera behind the mirror.
The camera, mounted on the robot arm that is tracking the user, shares the same x-y
coordinates as the eye. If we assume that the camera is at a fixed distance t behind
the mirror, then, the image produced by the camera and sent to the projector can be
expressed as:
I2 =
f
t+ z
I (4.12)
The technical objective is to design a transform T that pre-warps I2 to produce
I1 in eq. 4.11. The pre-warped image T (I2) is then projected onto the translucent
screen on top of our mirror box, resulting in the screen reflection I1. We model the
projection process from projector to screen by a 2-D homography H. Together with
eq. 4.11, our pre-warping transform must satisfy the following equation:
HT
(
f
t+ z
I
)
= I1 =
s+ z′
z + z′
I (4.13)
It is clear from eq. 4.13 that T must also be a homography since the equation is
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linear. Thus, T is defined:
T =
(s+ z′)(t+ z)
z + z′
· 1
f
H−1 (4.14)
The physical design dictates the values s and t. The front-facing Kinect is mounted
at the same level as the virtual mirror surface to robustly track the viewing position
of the user at z′. The object depth z, however, is unknown1 and as such, we cannot
accurately render the mirror image. However, if we focus on the facial area as our
target object as with [3], we have z′ = z, resulting in a fully-computable Tface:
Tface =
(s+ z)(t+ z)
2z
· 1
f
H−1 (4.15)
Finally, we need 1
f
H−1 to fully calibrate the system. Our off-line calibration
process starts by putting a typical planar checkerboard at an arbitrary depth z0 from
the virtual mirror surface. We then take two images J1 and J2 from a the virtualcam, a
camera set on the virtual mirror surface, i.e. z′ = 0. The first image J1 faces outward
to the scene and the second one J2 faces inward to the screen projection. For an
ideal virtual mirror, these two images must be identical, resulting in the following
relationship:
J1 =
f
z0
I = J2 =
f
s
I1 (4.16)
We can compute the pre-warping transform Tc in this case by minimizing the
spatial differences between corresponding feature points on J1 and J2. Substituting
z′ = 0′ and z = z0 into eq. (4.14), Tc is related to our calibration parameters as
follows:
Tc =
s(z0 + t)
z0
· 1
f
H−1 (4.17)
Substituting Tc into Equation (4.15) results in our run-time transform:
Tface =
z0(s+ z)(t+ z)
2zs(z0 + t)
Tc (4.18)
1Theoretically, depth measurements of scene objects as viewed by the robotics camera are avail-
able through the Kinect camera after a suitable geometrical transform. However, they are too noisy
to be used for rendering. We leave exploration of denoising techniques such as [44] to improve their
quality as future work.
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4.4.1 Calibration results
The calibration results between the camera and projector of two sets of calibration
images are shown in Figure 4.16. All the images used to find the homography matrix
for pre-warping are captured from the same camera facing toward to the scene (Figure
4.16a) and facing toward to the screen projection (Figure 4.16b). Figure 4.16 shows
Table 4.2 Mean square error of calibration as a function of the distance between the
calibration camera and the virtual mirror surface
Distance Z ′ (cm) Mean square error
17 0.8118
66.5 1.1353
79.5 4.0846
106 4.9454
137 3.1942
that the original image has no distortion. However, when projected onto the screen
and displayed, the resulting image is distorted as is shown in Figure 4.16b. Warping
the projected image by applying the obtained homography produces the images in
Figure 4.16c. It is clear that the warped images, J2, appear to be similar to the original
(a) Scene images J1 (b) Mirror images J2 (c) J2 after pre-warping
Fig. 4.16 Distortion Correction and Virtual Mirror Calibration
images, with the virtual objects appearing to be at the correct z location behind the
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mirror. This is borne out in the quantitative results shown in Table 1. Table 1
shows the calibration result with the checkerboard object at different z′ positions
in front of the calibration camera, virtualcam. The mean square error measures the
average squared distance in pixels between corresponding feature points. The mean
pixel distances are on average 2 pixels, which is relatively small error. Note that the
brightness observed at the bottom of the images in Fig.4.16b, and c is the reflection
of the overhead environment lights in the mirror captured by the virtualcam. We find
that these reflections are only evident when a user is very close to the twm, and thus
do not disturb the virtual mirror simulation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Direction
In this dissertation, I developed novel multimedia systems and processing algo-
rithms and demonstrated their use in delivering self-images.
Firstly, I developed MEBook, a novel motion-based game for delivering evidence-
based intervention for young children with Autism Spectrum Disorders. MEBook
demonstrates a methodology for incorporating self-images into a typically text-based
evidence-backed intervention by ensuring that characters in the text have visual and
audio similarities to the user. In particular, the narrative illustrates a target greeting
behavior using user customized cartoon animation. Furthermore, MEBook imple-
ments a general method for incorporating video self-modeling material collection into
any motion-based game by using gesture detection to recognize partial or correct
postures which may then be recorded for later use in creating video self-modeling
intervention. The narrative is augmented with gesture-based practice sessions which
give the user chances to practice the target behavior demonstrated in the narrative.
Positive reinforcement, in the form of bright visuals and sound, is provided when the
user successfully demonstrates the target behavior. Single-subject multiple baseline
study with 3 young children demonstrates the effectiveness of MEBook as a behavioral
intervention.
Secondly, I extended RoboMirror [6], a novel standalone virtual mirror system, dis-
cussing its advantages over other virtual mirror systems. RoboMirror uses a two-way
mirror as a see-through display, with a camera, mounted on a robotic arm, pointing
to and centered on the face of the user through the two-way mirror. This setup is
to obtain high resolution face images, without any warping errors common in many
virtual mirror systems that use static cameras placed around a display. Backscatter
problems with other see-through displays are eliminated by projecting images first
onto a cloth mesh, from which images are reflected next onto the metallic side of a
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two-way mirror placed under the mesh. I developed a theoretical model explaining
how the x-y plane constrained motion of the robotic arm of the RoboMirror simpli-
fies creating accurate virtual viewpoint mirror rendering. In addition, I proposed a
novel calibration method for virtual mirror simulation in the RoboMirror protoype.
The see-through display reduces the light reaching the camera resulting in low light
images. To correct the degraded images at the camera caused by the two-way mir-
ror, I proposed a method that is simpler, faster and as accurate as that previously
proposed [6].
5.1 Future Work
The algorithms proposed for MEBook, and the extended RoboMirror, though do-
main specific, have application, we believe, to many areas of behavior intervention.
For instance, though the framework of MEBook was developed for young children
with ASDs, the idea of watch-practice-and-review is applicable for physical rehabili-
tation for post-stroke patients. Stroke affects millions of people worldwide. It is the
fifth leading cause of death in the United States and can frequently result in mo-
tor impairments [172,173]. Research shows that post-stroke rehabilitation for motor
recovery utilizes interventions based on observational learning [174]. In particular,
feedforward is used as motor imagery, where one imagines moving a part or whole of
one’s body without physically moving it, to improve physical therapy outcomes for
stroke patients [175]. The framework of MEBook may be used to enhance the therapy
outcomes of patients for which motor imagery is not possible due to complications
from stroke. RoboMirror may also provide a means of delivering motor imagery in a
physical mirror device.
Future work can focus on the following challenges:
1. The inclusion of self-images in MEBook should be more natural and complete,
occurring not only in the images in the game but also in the audio components.
This will enhance the feeling of immersion in the game, and hopefully hold the
attention of users, especially children with ASDs.
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2. MEBook showed that VSM material may be obtained from a motion-based
game. However, this method of VSM collection still requires technical knowl-
edge and considerable time.
3. Virtual mirrors like the RoboMirror need to produce clear images to ensure the
user is immersed in the virtual world. Unwanted visual side-effects of the low
light image enhancement algorithm from the use of see-through displays can be
distracting, reducing the engagement and enjoyment of the user.
4. The proposed theoretical model for simulating virtual mirrors depends on the
location of the user and the location of scene objects in order to estimate the
correct mirror rendering. However, the model requires validation especially with
regards to depth measurements through a see-through display, which are often
unreliable due to reduced light at the camera.
These challenges and their solutions potentially have far-reaching importance in dif-
ferent areas of health care. Thus, future work will focus on the application of the
MEBook framework and the RoboMirror system for physical rehabilitation in post-
stroke patients. In particular, developing the MEBook into a practical and simple
tool for self-modeling delivery and investigating ways to personalize the RoboMir-
ror, making it bigger or smaller, for various interventions requiring self-modeling and
physical movement.
A solution to the challenges of MEBook above has the potential to ameliorate
much of the tediousness in VSM material collection. One avenue of research could be
to use deep learning networks to address the dual challenge of creating audio-visual
self-images for MEBook and simplifying the creation of VSM Material.
For audio self-image, speech synthesis has seen rapid advancement due to the
use of deep neural networks [176, 177] so much so that it is much easier for realistic
sounding synthetic voices to be generated from samples of real human voices. How-
ever, oftentimes, specific samples of a person’s voice are required in order to generate
realistic voice clones [176,177]. Children with ASDs may not be able to produce the
required audio necessary for the cloning as they often do not have the vocal skills
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necessary [10]. However, many parents of children with ASDs often have audio or
video of their children speaking naturally. Hence, investigation into the generation of
realistic vocal clones using audio samples collected from the everyday interaction of
parents with their children, focusing on extreme sample sets where children may be
making only sounds and not words, is a possible avenue for future work.
For visual self-image and VSM material creation, there have also been tremendous
advances in person image generation for arbitrary poses and image-to-image mapping
with deep neural networks, in particular generative adversarial networks (GANs)
[178,179]. Given an input set of body skeleton poses, and an image of an user, GANs
are able to produce high quality images of the actor in the input set of poses [178,
180,181]. GANs, however, may suffer from lack of detail in parts of the body not seen
in the input image, often requiring body part specific GANs to produce high quality
images. Hence, a possible next step for research would be to investigate if and how
high quality VSM material may be generated for any child by using a GAN trained
with an external dictionary showing the child in various poses which collectively
capture all the parts of the body. Recreating and testing various GANs [178, 181]
structures for accuracy and speed may be a good first step.
See-through displays typically suffer from either backscatter or low light inten-
sity at the camera [6, 41]. This may also reduce the effectiveness of depth cameras
placed behind the display since many stereo cameras depend on the intensity of the
image [182]. Solutions to low light or backscatter problems are usually hardware
specific such as precisely switching between the projector and the camera [42,43], or
specific to the see-through material [4, 5].
For low light image enhancement, there are many low light single image enhance-
ment methods that show good results [79]. Low light images have been shown related
to dehazing methods, opening up the use of dehazing methods as possible enhance-
ment methods for low light images [79]. However, as many see-through displays are
typically able to collect images of the environment without the display in front of
the camera, it is possible to utilize a guidance image as a way to steer the image
correction of the degraded image. An investigation into the use of a bright guidance
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image in low light single image enhancement where the guidance image steers the
reconstruction of the degraded low light image is a possible avenue of future research.
5.2 Conclusion
Multimedia technologies have the ability to ease the creation of self-imagery in
smart mirror displays for augmented reality. In addition, multimedia technologies
have the potential to enhance self-modeling with physical practice, extending typi-
cally video-based or text-based learning applications with gaming elements and other
interactive elements. The combination of these elements allows the user to quickly
learn the targeted behaviors as demonstrated by the results of our pilot study in our
prototype MEBook, while also providing avenues for the clinician to collect material
for video self-modeling, thus reducing the burden of creating self-modeling video.
With further research, we believe that the framework of MEBook and the exten-
sions of RoboMirror may be translated into other practical and portable tools useful
for anyone utilizing self-modeling based learning or smart mirror displays.
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The current study would like to confirm the 
effectiveness of MeBook, a novel computer-based 
social narrative program, on establishing 
appropriate social greeting behavior of children 
with autism.
Description of Project:
A total of 3 children with autism aged between 6 
and 10 will participate in the study. In order to get 
accepted to the MeBook study, a participant must 
meet the inclusion criteria listed below: (a) the 
child has a verified DSM-IV diagnosis of autism, 
and is eligible for special education services under 
the category of autism ; (b) the parent permits 
researchers to record their child’s behavior (c) the 
parent and the teacher agree to complete two 
5-minute questionnaires about the generalization 
of the intervention; and (d) the child receives 
therapies in the CASPER clinic.
To participate:
Participants will be paid $15/visit
Compensation:
To learn more, contact the principal investigator of the study, Dr.
Sen-ching S Cheung, 
at 859-257-8311 or cheung@engr.uky.edu.
This research is conducted under the direction of Sen-ching S Cheung, PhD
(associate professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at
We need participants for a research study:
“The Effectiveness of Mebook on Improving Social Behavior”
Rese rch Volunteers 
Ne ded
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Recruitment Flyer
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Name: _______________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________________
Age: _________________________________________________________
Medication: __________________________________________________
Reading ability (grade level):______________________________________
How many percent of time does your child say hello/hi spontaneously (without prompts)?
☐0-25% ☐ 26-50% ☐ 51-75%☐ 76-100% 
How many percent of time does your child wave to others?
☐0-25% ☐26-50% ☐51-75%☐76-100%
Are your child interested in computers?
☐ Not at all☐ Somewhat ☐Very much
What programs do they like? 
___________________________________________________________________________________
How much time (min) does your child spend on the computer each day?
___________________________________________________________________________________
What do they do on computer?
___________________________________________________________________________________
Nonverbal
1. Reading ability (grade level)
2. Does child say hello – 0-25; 26-50% - 52-75; 76-100%
3. Does child say hello spontaneously (without prompts)
4. Does the child wave
5. What is the child’s interest in computers?
1 – not at all
2 – somewhat
3 – very much
Parent Survey
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6. What programs do they like?
7. How much time do they spend on the computer?
8. What do they do on the computer? 
Behavioral Definition
When someone is 5 feet or less in front of the child at CASPER/ when a person says hi or bye to the child,
the child will show greeting behavior within 5 seconds.  
Greeting behaviors are listed below:
(1) Saying hi/bye with a recognizable volume
(2) Waving one hand with an open palm around the shoulder (>waist lv; <head lv) . 
(3) Facing the person that he/she is talking to (with his/her face no more than 45 degree to the side of 
the RA)
(4) Looking at the persons.
**(3) and Either (1) or (2) will contribute to a successful social greeting behavior. Performing (1) and (2) 
together is the most desirable yet not necessary.     
Examples
 For item (2), she is having an
open palm, which is within the
range [ ]
 For item (3), she is facing the
RA as her face is < 45 degree to
the side of the  RA [ ]
 For item (4), she is looking at
the RA.  [ ]
A. For item (2), she is having an open
palm, yet her hand is way below 
her shoulder [X]
B. For item (3), she is not facing the 
RA as her face is > 45 degree to 
the side of the  RA [X]
C. For item (4), she is not looking at 
the RA. [X]
Documents outlining the Experiment Design
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Opportunities for Hi Behavior (Prior to Mebook)
 6 Opportunities (Orange spots)
o 3 Opportunities will be provided to the child to initiate and respond to say hi 
respectively. 
 I: Researchers will move closer to ( less than 5 feet and more than 1 feet) and look at 
the child in order to provide him/her with chances to initiate
o If the child initiates such behavior, the researcher will say, “Hi, (name)” back. 
o If the child does not initiate such behavior within 5 seconds  the research 
will initiate greeting behavior by saying, “ “Hi, (name).”
 R: Researchers will move closer to (less than 5 feet and more than 1 feet), look at the 
child and say, “ Hi, (name)” in order to provide him/her with chances to respond to 
others’ hi behavior.
o No further action will be taken whether the child respond to such behavior or 
not 
Opportunities for Bye Behavior (After Mebook)
 6 Opportunities (Orange spots)
o 3 Opportunities will be provided to the child to initiate and respond to say bye
respectively. 
 I: Researchers will move closer to ( less than 5 feet and more than 1 feet) and look at 
the child in order to provide him/her with chances to initiate/ respond to bye 
behavior
o If the child initiates such behavior, the researcher will say, “Bye, (name)” back.
o If the child does not initiate such behavior within 5 seconds  the research 
will initiate greeting behavior by saying, “Bye, (name).”
 R: Researchers will move closer to (less than 5 feet and more than 1 feet), look at the 
child and say, “ Bye, (name)” in order to provide him/her with chances to respond to 
others’ hi behavior.
o No further action will be taken  whether the child respond to such behavior or
not 
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Experimental Schedule
Pre-experiment
 Background information checklist 
 Confirmation of ASD
 Introducing the RAs and staff at CASPER to the participants
Experiment 
Day #1 #2 #3
1 Baseline Baseline Baseline
2
3
4
5 Intervention
6
7
8 Intervention
9
10
11 Intervention
12
13
14
15
16 Immediate 
maintenance check
Immediate 
maintenance check
Immediate 
maintenance check
17
18
30 Maintenance check 
after 2 weeks
Maintenance check 
after 2 weeks
Maintenance check 
after 2 weeks
31
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Sample Session Recording
Fig. 1 Sample excel sheet showing recording of variables for one session
Sample Interrater Finding from User Video
Fig. 2 Sample excel sheet showing interrater agreement/disagreement from coding a
single user’s session videos
Early version on the social narrative text
Sometimes I go to the CASPER clinic.
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There are always different people in CASPER.
People there are nice; they sometimes say hi to me when I enter CASPER.
When they say hi to me, I will say hi to them too.
When I do this, the person that I say hi to and I will be happy.
Sometimes, they may forget to say hi to me;
if they do, I will say hi to them first.
People say hi to others to express kindness when they meet.
It is very important to say hi to others when I enter CASPER
as it makes others, my parents, and me happy.
Also, people can know that I am at CASPER already if I say hi to them.
After saying hi, [name] will bring me to another room to have other activities.
After the activities, my parents will pick me up and we are about to leave.
By the time of leaving, people in CASPER will say bye to me when I enter CASPER.
When they say bye to me, I will say bye to them too.
When I do this, the person that I say bye to and I will be happy.
Sometimes, they may forget to say bye to me;
if they do, I will say Bye to them first.
People say bye to others to express kindness when they leave.
It is very important to say bye to others right before I leave CASPER
as it makes others, my parents, and me happy.
Today, I will say hi to others when I enter CASPER.
After the activities, I will say bye to others in CASPER.
If I do that, people around, my parents, and I will be happy.
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